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RESUMO EM PORTUGUÊS 

O receptor do fator de crescimento epidérmico (EGFR) é uma proteína cuja ativação 

leva à ativação da sinalização de vias intracelulares que atuam diretamente na 

proliferação, migração e sobrevivência celular. O cetuximabe (CTX) é um anticorpo 

monoclonal anti-EGFR aprovado para o tratamento de pacientes com carcinoma 

espinocelular de cabeça e pescoço (CECP) e câncer colorretal metastático (mCRC). A 

resposta de pacientes com mCRC ao CTX está associada ao KRAS, NRAS e BRAF de tipo 

selvagem. No entanto, para pacientes com CECP até agora, nenhum biomarcador 

preditivo de resposta CTX foi validado, sendo um desafio selecionar pacientes que 

poderiam se beneficiar deste agente. Além disso, considerando a resistência adquirida 

das células cancerosas às terapias moleculares e à comunicação cruzada intracelular, o 

design de "moléculas combinadas" ou “moléculas híbridas” é uma abordagem 

inovadora e promissora. As denominadas "combi-moléculas" são projetadas para ter 

dois ou três alvos, como a inibição do reparo de DNA e, ao mesmo tempo, o bloqueio 

da sinalização mediada por EGFR. Portanto, este projeto teve como objetivos: a) 

encontrar biomarcadores preditivos de resposta CTX em linhagens de células 

resistentes a CECP; b) avaliar a atividade antineoplásica de "combi-moléculas" em 

tumores sólidos. Para atingir esses objetivos, estabelecemos um modelo de resistência 

ao cetuximabe (FaDu), usando concentrações crescentes de cetuximabe por cerca de 

oito meses. As linhagens resistentes e parental foram avaliadas quanto à viabilidade 

celular, ensaios clonogênicos, de migração e de adesão. O perfil de expressão da 

proteína foi analisado por Western blot e por um painel de proteínas de superfície 

celular humana. O perfil mutacional, a análise do cariótipo e as alterações do número 

de cópias (CNA) foram analisados usando sequenciamento do exoma completo (WES) 

e a plataforma NanoString. Para avaliar o potencial das “combi-moléculas” como uma 

nova abordagem terapêutica em tumores sólidos, analisamos a viabilidade celular, 

clonogênica, migração, bem como a inibição da sinalização de EGFR usando um grande 

painel de cabeça e pescoço e linhagens de células colorretais. Os clones resistentes 

exibiram IC50 pelo menos 2 vezes maior em comparação com a linhagem celular 

parental. O WES mostrou mutações relevantes em vários genes relacionados ao 
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câncer, e a análise comparativa da expressão de mRNA mostrou 36 genes 

diferencialmente expressos associados à resistência aos inibidores da tirosina quinase 

EGFR, RAS, MAPK e sinalização de mTOR. É importante ressaltar que observamos que a 

superexpressão de RhoA e CD44, bem como a expressão aumentada de marcadores da 

transição epitélio-mesenquimal (EMT) e de marcadores de células-tronco, foram 

associados à resistência ao cetuximabe. A análise de proteínas revelou inibição da 

fosforilação de EGFR e aumento de mTOR nas células resistentes. Além disso, a 

linhagem celular resistente demonstrou um fenótipo agressivo com um aumento 

significativo na adesão, no número de colônias e nas taxas de migração. As combi-

moléculas exibiram um efeito citotóxico dependente da dose em um grande painel de 

células colorretais e de cabeça e pescoço. Os valores de IC50 de ZR2002 foram 

significativamente mais baixos quando comparados com geftinib, clorambucil e da 

combinação entre geftinib e clorambucil. Em seguida, avaliamos o impacto funcional 

do ZR2002 em umas linhagens celulares sensiveis (FaDu, Difi) e resistentes (JHU28, 

HCT15). Além de reduzir os níveis das proteínas relacionadas à via do EGFR, o 

tratamento com ZR2002 também aumentou os níveis das proteínas p-H2AX e PARP, 

sugerindo dano ao DNA. ZR2002 também aumentou células na apoptose tardia / 

necrose. Além disso, o ZR2002 reduziu a formação de colônias em comparação com o 

DMSO e demonstrou taxas de migração mais baixas em comparação com seus 

controles. No geral, identificamos várias alterações moleculares na linhagem celular 

resistentes ao cetuximabe que representam potenciais novos biomarcadores de 

resposta a cetuximabe. Além disso, nossos resultados sugerem que ZR2002 é capaz de 

inibir EGFR e promover danos ao DNA, indicando que esta nova abordagem 

terapêutica através da utilização de “moléculas-combinadas” pode ser uma estratégia 

promissora para superar a resistência a agentes anti-EGFR. 

Palavras-chave: EGFR, Cetuximabe, resistência a drogas, receptores tirosina-quinase, 

Combi-moléculas
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ABSTRACT 

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is an important protein which activation 

leads to the signaling of intracellular pathways that act directly on cell proliferation, 

migration and survival. Cetuximab (CTX) is an anti-EGFR monoclonal antibody that has 

been approved for the treatment of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) 

patients and metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC). The response of mCRC patients to 

CTX is associated with genetic tumor features, such as wild type KRAS, NRAS and BRAF.  

However, for HNSCC patients until now, any biomarker predictive of CTX response was 

validate, making harder the selection of patients who could benefit from this agent. 

Also, considering the acquired resistance of cancer cells to molecular therapies and 

intracellular cross-communication, the design of "combinate- molecules” or “hybrid 

molecules” is an innovative and promising approach. "combi-molecules" are designed 

to have two or more targets, such as inhibition of DNA repair, and at the same time 

blockage of EGFR-mediated signaling. Therefore, this project aims to: a) find 

biomarkers predictive of CTX response in HNSCC resistant cell lines; and b) evaluate 

the antineoplastic activity of "combi-molecules" in HNSCC and CRC cell lines. To 

achieve these goals, we established a cetuximab resistant model (FaDu), using 

increased cetuximab concentrations for more than eight months. The resistance and 

parental cells were evaluated for cell viability, clonogenic, migration, and adhesion 

assays. The protein expression profile was analyzed by western blot and human cell 

surface panel by lyoplate. The mutational profile, karyotype analysis, and copy number 

alterations (CNA) were analyzed using whole-exome sequencing (WES) and the 

NanoString platform. To assess the potential of three combi-molecules that target 

EGFR and alkylated DNA, as a new therapeutical approach in solid tumors we analyzed 

the cell viability, clonogenic, migration as well as the EGFR signaling inhibition using a 

large panel of head and neck and colorectal cell lines. FaDu resistant clones exhibited 

at least 2-fold higher IC50 compared to the parental cell line. WES showed relevant 

mutations in several cancer-related genes, and the comparative mRNA expression 

analysis showed 36 differentially expressed genes associated with EGFR tyrosine kinase 

inhibitors resistance, RAS, MAPK, and mTOR signaling. Importantly, we observed that 
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overexpression of RhoA, and CD44, as well as upregulation of epithelial–mesenchymal 

transition (EMT) and stem cell mechanisms, were associated with cetuximab 

resistance. Protein analysis revealed EGFR phosphorylation inhibition and mTOR 

increase in resistant cells. Moreover, the resistant cell line demonstrated an aggressive 

phenotype with a significant increase in adhesion, the number of colonies, and 

migration rates. The combi-molecules exhibited dose-dependent cytotoxic effect in a 

panel of colorretal and head and neck cancer cell lines. The IC50 values of ZR2002 were 

significantly lower when compared to Geftinib chlorambucil and Geftinib combinated 

with chlorambucil. Then, we evaluate the functional impact of ZR2002 in one sensitive 

(FaDu, Difi) and one resistant (JHU28, HCT15) cell line. Besides reducing levels of EGFR 

pathway proteins, ZR2002 treatment also increased levels of p-H2AX and PARP 

proteins, suggesting DNA damage and cell death process, in all cell lines analyzed. 

ZR2002 also increased cells on late apoptosis/necrosis. Furthermore, ZR2002 reduced 

colony formation compared with DMSO and demonstrated lower migration rates 

compared with their controls. Overall, we identified several molecular alterations in 

the cetuximab CTX resistant cell line that may constitute novel biomarkers of 

cetuximab response, and our results suggested that ZR2002 is able to inhibit EGFR and 

to promote DNA damage, indicating that this new therapeutical approach might be a 

promising strategy to overcome anti-EGFR resistance. 

Key words: EGFR, Cetuximab, Drug resistance, Tyrosine kinase receptors, Combi-

molecules. 
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1. BACKGROUND 

1.1. Cancer                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Cancer is characterized by a set of malignancies that have in common 

exacerbated and uncontrolled cell growth, as well as the capacity of cellular invasion to 

organs other than the primary site1. According to GLOBOCAN estimates, up to the year 

2020, more than 17 million new cases of cancer diagnosed worldwide are expected, 

and around 10 million deaths from the disease2, being solid tumors responsible for 

about 85% of the total cases 3. 

In this context, head and neck and colorectal tumors comprise the 8th and 3rd 

most frequent neoplasms in men worldwide 4-6. In Brazil, these tumor subtypes 

correspond to the 2nd and 5th most incident among men, with an estimation, for the 

year 2020, of approximately 11.000 cases for head and neck tumors and about 16,660 

cases for colorectal tumors7. Among the histological subtypes, the most frequent head 

and neck cancer is squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), which comprises 90% of all 

cases. This type of tumor is more common in men, and it is estimated that about two-

thirds of all cases are diagnosed in males 8. In turn, the most incident subtype for 

colorectal is adenocarcinoma, accounting for about 90% of the cases, with a similar 

incidence in both sexes 9. 

Tobacco is the main risk factor associated with the development of head and 

neck cancer 10, 11. Tobacco and alcohol consumption have shown a synergistic 

relationship that contributes to disease progression in HNSCC, as well as the presence 

of HPV (human papilloma virus), especially the oncogenic subtypes 16 and 18 11-13. 

Concerning CRC, 90% are sporadic and their main risk factors are diet, tobacco and 

alcohol14. For both HNSCC and colorectal tumors the therapeutic approach adopted is 

based on staging of the disease14-17. For HNSCC patients, the association of 

chemotherapeutic agents based on platinum drugs and taxanes represents the 

standard treatment for locally advanced tumors. Promising results have also been 

observed with the use of the docetaxel-cisplatin-5'-flurax scheme as a neoadjuvant 
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therapy in clinical trials15, 18, 19. Although in recent years the therapeutic behaviors have 

contributed to the disease control for HNSCC, the rate of local recurrence is still 

considerable (between 20-30%)20.Cytotoxic therapy for colorectal tumors using 5'-

fluoracil has shown effective results as adjuvant therapy for metastatic tumors. Other 

cytotoxic drugs have been studied and validated, including capecitabine, tegafur, 

irinotecan and oxaliplatin, leading to its incorporation into practical guidelines and 

widespread use in clinical practice21.  

In addition to chemotherapy, there is also the targeted therapy, with EGFR 

being one of these promissory targets in the context of solid tumors. Regarding head 

and neck cancer, among the many available anti-EGFR drugs, only cetuximab was 

approved22. The first targeted agent for CRC approved by the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) was cetuximab in 2004 followed by anti-angiogenesis agent 

bevacizumab in the same year23. Immune checkpoint inhibitors aims to enhance 

immune surveillance and suppression against cancer by blocking the tumor’s attempt 

to escape from T cell detection.24 Currently, checkpoint inhibitors have been 

investigated in various solid tumors with promising responses24. Although, there are 

plentiful choices of targeted treatments which one or more could ultimately be 

beneficial. The development of new therapeutic arsenals even more individualized are 

necessary to promote even longer survival and have fewer adverse reactions. Thus, the 

development of new therapeutic arsenals for the control of head and neck and 

colorectal cancer is necessary.  

1.2 Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)  

EGFR (ErbB1) is tyrosine kinase receptor that mediates the cellular processes 

associated with proliferation, survival, migration and invasion 25. This receptor is a 

conserved transmembrane glycoprotein belongs to the ErbB family, which has three 

closely related transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinases (ErbB2, ErbB3, ErbB4). 

Mature EGFR has about 170 kDa and is subdivided into an extracellular ectodomain 

with 4 subdomains named I, II, III and IV, as well as an intracellular C-terminal portion 

with a  tyrosine kinase domain and an autophosphorylation domain26. This receptor 

can be activated by homo or hetero-dimmerization by allosteric stimulation of its 

ligands 25, 26. Once dimerized, EGFR has the ability to autophosphorylate the tyrosine 
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residues present in the C-terminal portion, thereby recruiting effector proteins capable 

of transducing the extracellular signals, activating a signaling cascade that culminates 

in the transcription of target genes involved in proliferation 27 . Activation of EGFR is 

promoted by binding of specific ligands and results in the activation of some 

proliferative pathways such as MAPK, PI3KA / AKT and STAT 28, 29 30 (figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Due to EGFR importance in modulating cell proliferation, the balance between 

the expression/activation of EGFR must be regulated to ensure basal proliferative 

levels. Alterations in EGFR activity may result from alterations in mechanisms of 

secretion of autocrine/paracrine factors, gene amplification, mutations (mainly in the 

intracellular domain), and nuclear translocation of the receptor22. Typically, EGFR is 

overexpressed in a variety of tumors, including solid tumors, which include lung (40-

80%), colorectal (25-77%) and head and neck tumors ( 30-95%) 30-34.  

1.3 EGFR Targeted therapy and the search for predictive biomarkers 

 Anti-EGFR targeted approaches,  have shown promising results for a variety of 

tumor types, including lung, head and neck, and colorectal tumors35. Cetuximab, an 

anti-EGFR monoclonal antibody, has been inserted in clinical practice for HNSCC 

patients and recurrent or metastatic colorectal patients, in which previous therapies 

Figure 1-Activation of ErbB family receptors. A) ErbB family receptors and their specific 
ligands. B) EGFR activation by homo / heterodimerization. Adapted from Silva-Oliveira 
et.al, 2016 
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have failed and can be used as monotherapy or in combination with radiotherapy 36, 37. 

Cetuximab acts by competitive inhibition, preventing the interaction of the receptor 

with its natural ligands. Once the binding site is blocked, ligand-receptor interaction is 

prevented, resulting in blockade of receptor dimerization and inhibition of proliferative 

intracellular pathways, which, among other events, can trigger cell cycle disruption, 

induction of apoptosis, inhibition of metastases and receptor degradation itself 22, 38 

(Figure 2). This therapeutic approach has demonstrated effective results with low 

toxicity rates, high efficacy, and improved overall survival from 29.3 months compared 

to 49 months, in HNSCC patients treated with radiotherapy only 22, 39, 40. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-Cetuximab mechanism of action. Adapted from Silva-Oliveira et al, 2016 

Although cetuximab-directed therapy has shown promise in its first years, 

intrinsic or acquired resistance has limited the promising results obtained 41, 42. In CRC, 

activating KRAS mutations, which are present in 30–40% of CRC serve as a key useful 

biomarker for cetuximab response as well as the introduction of BRAF V600E allele, 

high p38 (MAPK) and NRAS could predict the response to cetuximab in patients with 

CRC harboring WT KRAS 43-46. Moreover, there are no solid molecular bases that 

explain the resistance mechanisms in HNSCC. In this way, the search for predictive 

biomarkers is necessary to identify molecular targets that determine the mechanisms 

of cetuximab resistance, especially in HNSCC tumors 47-49.  
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Considering KRAS mutations are practically absent in HNSCC (<1%)50, the 

mutational status of KRAS does not represent a predictive biomarker as in the case of 

colorectal tumors, nor EGFR mutations since they are present in only 5% of cases 51. 

However, some findings indicate changes that may be associated with persistence of 

the resistant phenotype in HNSCC patients such as the mutational status of PIK3CA41 

and HRAS 52, HB-EGF increased expression, as well as variation in the genes of control 

of the AP-1 transcription factor49 and EGFR copy number variation53.  

1.4 The "combi-molecules" concept as a new approach to the rational development 

of anticancer drugs 

Another important mechanism of therapy resistance is the cross-

communication between different intracellular signaling pathways 54. The implication 

of several signaling proteins in a complex network of signal transduction pathways is a 

commonly occurring event in advanced cancers. This communication functions as a 

compensatory mechanism when one of the signaling cascades is blocked 55. In this 

manner, inhibition of a single target may not be sufficient to induce tumor 

regression35, 56. Therefore, there is a need for the development of new therapeutic 

approaches, such as "combi-molecules", with the aim of increasing the selectivity and 

improving the effectiveness in refractory tumors57. 

 The development of multi-target drugs, named "combi- molecules” or “hybrid 

molecules", has been "shown to be a promising strategy and trend for the 

development of new anticancer drugs, since this approach allows the construction of 

molecules that can promote the tandem blockade of multiple targets responsible for 

tumor progression 56, 58. The design of "Combi-molecules" was develop by Prof. 

Bertrand Jean-Claude  Group (Chemical medicine McGill University),  are able to block 

two or three targets simultaneously and are divide into three types: (i) Type I molecule 

was designed to block tyrosine kinase receptor (I) and promote DNA damage as an 

intact structure or upon undergoing hydrolysis (figure 3a, step 1)59. (ii) Type II form was 

designed to inhibit tyrosine kinase receptor and damage DNA without requirement for 

hydrolysis (Fig. 3B, steps 1 and 2)60. (iii) The type III reconciles the type I and II 

targeting models. As shown in Fig. 1C (step 1), to target a cell expressing kinase 1 (Kin-

1) and kinase 2 (Kin-2) as an intact structure or upon undergoing hydrolysis 61. Thus, 
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the combi-targeting concept is a tandem approach to chemosensitivity and 

chemoselectivity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The combi- molecules are able, for example, to inhibit EGFR-mediated signaling by 

inhibiting receptor phosphorylation, and may also promote DNA damage by inhibiting 

repair mechanisms and thereby activating the cell death62, 63. Since blockade of EGFR 

 

Figure 3- Combi-molecules classification. A- Combi-molecule type I was designed to contain a 

tyrosine kinase inhibitor (I) and a DNA alkylating agent (Tz) moiety. The type I can inhibit tyrosine 

kinase receptor as an intact struture (step 2), or upon undergoing hydrolysis, but the molecule is 

only capable of targeting DNA through the release of its Tz moiety (step 1). B- Combi-molecule 

type II was was designed to contain a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (I) and a DNA alkylating agent (Tz) 

moiety connected by a non-hydrolysable linker. This type-II molecule can target both tyrosine 

kinase receptor and DNA as an intact structure through each of its targeting arm (steps 1 and 2). 

C- Combi-molecule type III was designed to contain two tyrosine kinase inhibitors connected by 

hydrolysable linker. Adapted by Rao et al,2015 
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signaling can negatively regulate proteins and genes involved in repair processes such 

as ERCC and XRCC, the use of so-called PARP inhibitors has also shown promising 

results in inhibiting repair mechanisms, especially for mutated tumors in BRCA1 /2  64. 

In addition, there are reports that attribute the inhibition of proteins involved in 

apoptosis signaling as BAD to EGFR signaling 65-70. Taking these findings together, it is 

suggested that the combination of anti-EGFR agents and genome targeting agents may 

promote a potential antineoplastic effect against solid tumors that overexpress EGFR, 

including head and neck and colorectal tumors. 

Promising results have been demonstrated in prostate tumor cell lines where the 

use of a "combi-molecule" called RB24 that inhibits EGFR and promotes DNA 

methylation was about 100 times more effective than its precursor alone and had a 

potency four times greater than gefitinib. This same work shows that RB24 can 

negatively regulate XRCC1 and BAD, thereby maximizing cell damage and promoting 

the activation of mechanisms of death71 . Moreover, it has been demonstrated, in 

vitro, that such "combi-molecules" have a tendency to accumulate in the cytoplasm of 

the tumor cell, thereby conferring selectivity to this molecules72. It has also been 

demonstrated in vitro that ZR2002, a “combi-molecule” designed to alkylate DNA and 

promote DNA damage plus induce irreversible EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibition, induced 

anti-proliferative effects and suppressed neurosphere formation in glioblastoma cell 

lines with marginal effects on normal human astrocytes73. ZR2002 was able to block 

EGFR, downstream Erk1/2 phosphorylation, and increased DNA strand breaks. 

Moreover, ZR2002 improved survival of mice harboring intracranial mesenchymal 

TMZ-resistant glioblastoma cell lines73. These results together provide evidence to the 

potential of “combi-molecules” as a new approach to anticancer therapy in solid 

tumors. 
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JUSTIFICATION/ RATIONALE 

The EGFR is an important cancer target due to its central role in the 

carcinogenesis of several solid tumors, and several therapies against EGFR have 

been developed and are currently in clinical used for cancer patients. 

Cetuximab is a monoclonal antibody against EGFR, approved for colorectal and 

head-neck metastatic tumors. However, only a fraction of patients responds 

favorably to the drug. The mutational status of KRAS, NRAS and BRAF are currently 

predictive biomarkers of colorectal resistance, yet, for HNSCC patients, there is no 

predictive biomarker. 

 Moreover, in the context of targeted therapy, it has already been identified 

that there is activation of several compensatory pathways in the tumor 

environment. In this way, multi-target therapy has emerged as a new therapeutic 

promise for refractory and not responsive tumors to single anti-EGFR therapy. In 

this context, has worked on the synthesis of a new class of molecules denominated 

"combi-molecules". This new approach in drug design promotes the tandem 

blockade of multiple oncogenic targets, such as genomic DNA, while blocking EGFR-

mediated signaling simultaneously. Given the importance of the development of 

new therapeutic formulations for the treatment and control of solid tumors, the 

concept of "combi-molecules" promises to be a more effective, selective and less 

toxic strategy to control these tumors. 
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2. AIMS 

2.1 GENERAL AIM 

To identify and validate predictive biomarkers to cetuximab in head and neck 

cetuximab-resistant cell line and evaluate the antineoplastic activity of "combi-

molecules" in head and neck and colorectal cancer cell lines. 

 

2.2.  SPECIFIC AIMS 

2.2.1. To validate an in vitro cetuximab resistant model previously developed by our 

group; 

2.2.2 To identify biomarkers associated with acquired resistance to cetuximab (anti-

EGFR) in resistant head and neck cell lines, using a multi-omics approach; 

2.2.3. To evaluate the antineoplastic effect of "combi-molecules" (anti-EGFR + 

alkylating agents) in a panel of solid tumors cell lines, including head and neck and 

colorectal tumors, by functional assays. 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Cetuximab resistance model development 

A cetuximab-resistant in vitro model was previously established by our group74. 

Briefly, FaDu cell line was exposed to increasing doses of cetuximab (200-3200 µg / 

mL) for 72 hours, after which time the medium was removed and the cells were 

maintained in complete medium until the repopulation of cell culture (Figure 4). 

Thus, all the next steps were performed using the FaDu parental (FaDu P) and FaDu 

cetuximab-resistant (FaDu R) cell lines, to verify the changes that occurred from 

the acquired resistance to cetuximab.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4- Scheme representative of cetuximab-established resistance model. Created 

in Biorender.com 

3.2. Cell lines 

The cell lines used in this work as well as cultivation conditions and molecular 

status are described in Table 1 
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Table 1- Molecular characterization and culture conditions of the Head and Neck and Colorectal cancer cell lines panel used in this work 

MSI-L: Microsatellite instability low; MSS: Microsatellite instability stable; MSI-H: Microsatellite instability high 

 

 

Cell line  Tissue Culture Conditions  
NRAS 

mutation 
KRAS 

mutation 
 PIK3CA 

mutation 
 BRAF 

mutation 
 EGFR 

mutation 
 EGFR 

amplification  
HPV  

Microsatellite 
Instability 

SCC25 
Head and 

Neck 
DMEM + 10% FBS + 1% 

P/S 
WT WT WT WT WT No amplification Negative - 

UM-
SCC47 

Head and 
Neck 

DMEM + 10% FBS + 1% 
P/S 

- - - - - - Positive - 

HN13 
Head and 

Neck 
DMEM + 10% FBS + 1% 

P/S 
WT WT WT WT p.H773Y No amplification Negative - 

JHU28 
Head and 

Neck 
DMEM + 10% FBS + 1% 

P/S 
WT p.G12S WT WT WT No amplification Negative - 

FaDu 
Head and 

Neck 
DMEM + 10% FBS + 1% 

P/S 
WT WT WT WT WT No amplification Negative - 

HCT 15 Colorrectal RPMI + 10% FBS + 1% P/S WT p.G13D 
p.E545K, 
p.D549N 

WT WT No amplification - MSI-L 

CACO-2 Colorrectal 
DMEM + 10% FBS + 1% 

P/S 
WT WT WT WT WT No amplification - MSS 

DIFI Colorrectal 
DMEM + 10% FBS + 1% 

P/S 
WT WT WT WT WT Amplification - MSS 

HCT 116 Colorrectal RPMI + 10% FBS + 1% P/S p.G13D WT p.H1047R WT WT No amplification - MSI-H 
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Geftinib

The cell lines were cultivated in DMEM medium (Dulbecco's modified Eagle's 

medium-SIGMA) or RPMI 1640 (Roswell Park Memorial Institute) supplemented with 

10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco-SFB-code 12657-029) and 1% streptomycin / penicillin 

(SIGMA-code P4333), incubated in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37 °C. All cell lines were  

analyzed for their authenticity by the short tandem repeat (STR) profile using 

international reference standardization for cell line authentication using a panel of 8 

fluorescent primers (D5S818, D13S317, D7S820, D16S539, vWA, TH01, TPOX and 

CSF1P063) 75, at the Molecular Diagnostic Center of the Barretos Cancer Hospital. Also, 

all cell lines were tested for Mycoplasm contamination by Mycoalert™ (Lonza). 

3.3. Drugs 

 The anti-EGFR "combi-molecules", namely JS61, JS84 and ZR2002 (figure 5) 

were developed and kindly provided by Prof. Bertrand Jean-Claude (McGill 

University)69, co-supervisor of the present Ph.D. The combi-molecules were diluted in 

DMSO to obtain 10 mM stock and conditioned at -20 ° C for the future use. As showed 

in figure 5, ZR2002 and JS84 are “combi-molecules” with a single alkylating group and 

JS61 has two alkylating groups. Gefitinib (anti-EGFR) and chlorambucil (alkylating 

agent, chemistry structurally control to combi-molecules) (Selleck Chemicals) were 

diluted in DMSO to obtain stock at the concentration of 10 mM and conditioned at -20 

° C The monoclonal antibody cetuximab (Merck), used in this work was obtained from 

industrially diluted 5 mg / mL suspension and conditioned at 4 ° C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5- Chemical structure of JS61, JS84 and ZR2002, Chlorambucil and Gefitinib. 
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3.4. DNA and RNA isolation  

Fadu Parental (Fadu P) and Fadu Resistant (Fadu R) cells were cultured in 

DMEM medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin, kept in an incubator of CO2 at 37 ° C until complete third 

passage. At about 90% confluence the cells were disaggregated with trypsin and the 

obtained pellet washed with DPBS. 

The genomic DNA of the cells was obtained using the Biopur Mini spin plus kit 

(biometrix) and the RNA was isolated using the RecoverAll total nucleic acid isolation 

(Ambion) kit. Genetic material quantifications were performed using the Qubit 

platform (Thermo Fisher). 

3.5. Nanostring  

The nCounter® technology (NanoString Technologies, Seattle, WI) enables 

precise, digital quantification of up to 800 nucleic acid targets in a single reaction. This 

technology has delivered high-quality data for gene expression, miRNA and copy 

number alterations (CNA) analysis of all types of samples, including the high degraded 

ones (e.g., FFPE) without the need of DNA or RNA amplification. Each nCounter probe 

pair is identified by the “color code” generated by six ordered fluorescent spots 

present on the Reporter Probe76. The Capture Probe carries biotin molecules for 

immobilization on a streptavidin surface over the cartridge. The complexes comprised 

of Reporter and Capture Probes and the targets are placed on the surface of the 

cartridge and are then counted and tabulated. 

3.5.1 Copy Number Alterations (CNA)  

The nCounter® v2 Cancer CN Assay was developed to quantify in a single 

multiplexed reaction 87 CNAs known to be associated with cancer including KRAS, 

PIK3CA, AKT, PTEN, BRCA, ERBB2, ERBB1, and MYC. This assay accurately quantifies 

genes that are amplified to dozens or even hundreds of copies. The DNA input used for 

the assay was 600ng for both cell lines (resistance and parental). Firstly, the DNA 

double strands were submitted to the fragmentation by AluI enzymatic digestion 

followed by a denaturation step, which yielded single-stranded templates for 

hybridization with nCounter® probes comprised of a Reporter Probe, which carries the 
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signal, and a Capture Probe, which allows the immobilization of the targets over the 

cartridge for data capture. After the hybridization step, samples were transferred to 

the nCounter® Prep Station, which is an automated platform, for removal of probes 

excess and for probe/target complexes alignment and immobilization over the 

nCounter® cartridge.  Then, cartridges were placed in the nCounter® Digital Analyzer 

for data capture. Raw data was captured by the nSolverAnalysis Software v4.0® 

(NanoString Technologies) and normalized by the average of 54 probes targeting 

invariant regions (invariant controls). For final data estimation, CN was estimated as 

twice ratio of the average probe count per gene in the resistant cell line compared 

with the parental cell line as previously described77. 

3.5.2 miRNAs expression profiling 

The nCounter® Human v3 miRNA Expression Assay was developed to efficiently 

quantify in a single multiplexed assay 800 highly curated human miRNAs. This assay 

provides a highly sensitive and reproducible method for detecting specific miRNAs 

covering 100% coverage of the miRBase high confidence and published clinical 

miRNAs78. Control RNA were also included in the assay to monitor ligation efficiency 

and specificity through each step of the reaction. Firstly, miRNAs were specifically 

ligated to unique tags (miRtags) onto the 3’ end of target miRNAs so that short RNA 

targets can be detected by nCounter probes followed by an enzymatic purification to 

remove non-ligated tags, thus this approach specifically captures all mature miRNAs. 

Lastly, ligated samples were denaturated for downstream detection via hybridization 

with the nCounter® CodeSet as described above. Raw data was captured by the 

nSolverAnalysis Software v4.0® (NanoString Technologies) and normalized by 

NanoStringNorm package using geometric mean of positive controls plus genes with 

low coefficient of variation (housekeeping candidates). Subsequently, the normalized 

data was submitted to differential expression analysis, which was conducted as 

following: filter by missing miRNAs (all miRNA presenting low counts were removed), 

filter by upper/lower fold change (all miRNA presenting fold change between -3.99 and 

+3.99 were removed) and finally filter by statistically significant expression considering 

p value lower than 0.05 (all miRNA presenting no statistically significant expression 

were removed) All analyses for differential expression were conducted in Galaxy 
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platform . Next, to determine the association between miRNA targets and Head and 

Neck neoplasm involvement, we used the plugin Reactome FI on Cytoscape (Version 

3.6.0, Seattle, WA, USA). We focused on tumor suppressor genes and oncogenes in 

human cancers according to described in the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in 

Cancer (COSMIC) database (https:// cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic). Molecular pathway 

enrichment was performed with a false discovery rate-corrected (FDR-corrected) p 

value <0.001. The interaction network was performed by Cytoscape79. 

3.5.3 mRNA NanoStringTM analysis 

 Gene expression analysis on FaDu Parental and FaDu resistant were 

performed using the NanoString nCounter PanCancer Pathways panel (730 gene 

transcripts) according to the manufacturers’ standard (NanoString Technologies, 

Seattle, WA), which assess thirteen canonical pathways analyzed (Notch, Wnt, 

Hedgehog, Chromatin modification, Transcriptional Regulation, DNA Damage Control, 

TGF-beta, MAPK, STAT, PI3K, RAS, Cell Cycle and Apoptosis). Briefly, 100 ng aliquots of 

RNA were hybridized with probe pools, hybridization buffer, and TagSet reagents in a 

total volume of 30 μL and incubated at 65°C for 20h. After codeset hybridization 

overnight, the samples were washed and immobilized to a cartridge using the 

Nanostring nCounter Prep Station (NanoString Technologies, Seattle, WA) for 4 hours. 

Finally, the cartridges containing immobilized and aligned reporter complexes were 

scanned in the nCounter Digital Analyzer (NanoString Technologies), and image data 

were subsequently generated using the high-resolution setting. Quality control 

assessment and normalization of raw NanoString gene expression counts were 

performed with nSolver Analysis Software version 2.5 and the default settings 

(NanoString Technologies, Seattle, WA). The normalized log2 mRNA expression values 

were used for subsequent data analysis. Genes with log2 fold change (Log2FC) ≥ ±2 

and p<0.001 were considered significant. The functional analysis was done using 

STRING software. 

3.6. DNA isolation and Whole exome sequencing (WES) analysis 

The DNA from FaDu Parental and FaDu Resistant were used for WES, with input 

of 50 ng on the Illumina HiSeq2500 ™ System by a commercial company (Sophia 
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Genetics, São Paulo, Brazil). Sequence reads were aligned to the human reference 

genome build 37 (hs37d5-decoy) using BWA-MEM with Burrows–Wheeler Aligner 

version 0.7.10-78980. Duplicate reads were marked with Picard-Tools 1.92 

(http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). MuTect version 1.1.4; 

(http://www.broadinstitute.org/cancer/cga/mutect) and Varscan281 were used to call 

somatic SNVs and indels in parental cell line, respectively. MuTect was run using 

default parameters with files from COSMIC version 54 and dbSNP version 132 included 

as input82, 83. We used Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor (VEP)84 to annotate and 

determine functional consequences of tumor specific variants. The results from SIFT, 

Polyphen-2, ClinVar were considered. It was also excluded variants that were likely to 

be germline, i.e., listed in ESP6500 (http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/), 1000 Genome 

or ExAC85, 86 . The candidate mutations were validated visually using the Integrated 

Genomics Viewer (IGV)87. Copy number abnormalities (CNA) were identifed using 

Nexus Copy Number version 9.0 (BioDiscovery; El Segundo, CA; 

https://www.biodiscovery.com/products/ Nexus-Copy-Number) with default 

parameter for BAM ngCGH (matched) input with homozygous frequency threshold and 

value at 0.97 and 0.8 respectively, hemizygous loss threshold at −0.18, single copy gain 

at 0.18 and high copy gain at 0.6. Mutational signature was defined using the package 

Somatic Signatures of Bioconductor Software, as described by Gehring et al.88 

3.7 Chromosome preparation and C-banding 

The karyotyping analysis was performed as described previously89. Fadu 

Parental and FaDu Resistant were incubated with 120 ng/ml colcemid (Life 

Technologies-Gibco) for 125 min. The cells were harvested by treatment with 0.025% 

trypsin EDTA, suspended in KCl 0.075 M solution at room temperature for 5 minutes, 

and fixed with methanol/acetic acid (3:1) five times.  To examine the chromosomal 

distribution of constitutive heterochromatin, C-banding was performed using the 

standard barium hydroxide/saline/Giemsa method90. At least 20 metaphase 

spreads/cell line were observed to examine the ploidy level, and ten metaphase 

spreads/cell lines determined chromosome alteration in both structure and number.   

https://www.biodiscovery.com/products/
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3.8 Expression Microarray  

Fadu cells expression profiles were analyzed by microarray slides Gene 

Expression Microarray, 4 × 44K (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) in dual-

color methodology (Cy3 and Cy5), following the manufacturer's recommendations. 500 

ng of total RNA with the addition of control RNA (spike in), were carried out to reverse 

transcription with the aid of the enzyme MMLV-RT (Maloney Murine Leukemia Virus-

Reverse Transcriptase). Subsequently, nucleotides marked with the fluorochromes 

cyanine 3 (Cy3) were added to the T7 polymerase enzyme to the parental Fadu cells 

cDNA, called in this control approach, and cyanine 5 (Cy5) to the resistant cells cDNA, 

called in this clone approach. The respective cDNAs were purified with commercial 

columns, and then hybridized on the slides for 17 hours at a constant temperature of 

65 ° C in a hybridization oven (Agilent Tecnologies). Finally, the hybridized slides were 

washed in Wash Buffer 1 and Wash Buffer 2 buffers, according to the manufacturer’s. 

The slides were scanned at 550 nM (green spectrum - Cy3) and 640 nM (red spectrum - 

Cy5) on the Agilent Scanner Surescan (Agilent Technologies). Data extraction and 

quality control was performed using the Feature extraction software, version 10.7 

(Agilent Tecnologies). Oligonucleotides were identified by the customized protocol 

GE2_107_Sep09. After quantification, the raw data means (gMeanSignal) were 

selected, in addition to the background means (gBGMeanSignal) used for future 

analyzes. The expression data were analyzed in an R environment, version 2.11.0. For 

the inclusion of data, identification of flags and generation of expression matrices, the 

limArray package was used to remove positive and negative controls, values that 

overlapped the background, and data conversion on a logarithmic scale. Then, the data 

were normalized by the quantile methodology. The category that presented at least 3 

genes and a classification p≤0.05 was considered significant, after Benjamini-Hochberg 

correction. 

3.9 Sanger Sequencing  

The analysis of ROS1 mutation (c.6341A>G) was performed by PCR followed by 

direct Sanger sequencing, as described previously 91. Briefly, using specific pairs of 

primers (Supplementary Table S1), the target regions were amplified by PCR using a 

Veriti PCR thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). We used an initial 
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denaturation at 95°C for 1 minute followed by 35 cycles of 95°C denaturation for 30 

seconds; specific annealing temperature was for 30 seconds and the 72°C elongation 

phase for 30 seconds followed by a 72°C final elongation for 2 minutes. Amplification 

of PCR products was confirmed by gel electrophoresis. Sequencing PCR was performed 

using a BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems) and a 

3500xL Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). Confirmation of all mutations was 

performed by repeating the PCR and sequencing the altered regions. 

3.10. Evaluation of the impact of cetuximab acquired resistance on tumoral 

phenotype of head and neck cells and evaluation of antineoplastic activity of "combi-

molecules" in head and neck and colorectal cancer cell lines. 

3.10.1. Cell viability 

For the viability assay, 5 x 103 were seeded in cells-well-plate in triplicate and 

incubated for adherence in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 

serum (FBS) overnight in a C02
 incubator. After incubation, cells were treated with the 

compounds diluted in culture medium (0.5% FBS). After 72 hours, cell viability was 

quantified using the commercial Cell Titer 96 Aqueous One Solution Cell Proliferation 

Assay kit (Promega - code G3581, which is based on the conjugation of MTS ([3- (4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl) -5- (3-carboxymethoxyphenyl) -2- (4-sulfophenyl) -2H-tetrazolium 

dichloride) with a PES electron coupling reagent (phenazin ethosulfate). Samples were 

measured in the ELISA reader (Varioskan Flash-Thermo scientific), at the wavelength of 

490 nm, after 4 hours of incubation. The results were expressed as a percentage of the 

mean number of viable cells in the treatments compared to the control (considered as 

100% viability). The IC50 was calculated by non-linear regression analysis using the 

software GraphPad Prism 7. 
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 3.10.2. Morphological data 

The images of cell morphology at baseline and after acquiring cetuximab resistance 

were obtained with the Olympus XT01 microscope, in the 100x magnification. 

 

  3.10.3. Immunofluorescence analysis 

Epidermal Growth factor receptor (EGFR) and mammalian target of rapamycin 

(mTOR) were stained as described92. Briefly, 2.5x104 cells were seeded in 12-well-plate 

in DMEM-10%. The next day, cells were washed in PBS and permeabilized with 0.3% 

Triton X-100 for 10 mins. Cells were incubated with the primary antibodies, goat anti-

EGFR (1:1000, Dako) and Rabbit anti-mTOR (1:200, cell signalling) for 24 hrs at 4°C. 

After the wash step, cells were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with 

Alexa560 labeled anti-goat secondary antibodies (1:400, Invitrogen). Sections were 

then stained with Hoechst (Thermo Scientific) and washed with PBS three times. Cells 

were analyzed using a fluorescence microscopy (InCell analyzer, GE) in the 40x 

magnification.  

3.10.4. Apoptosis – Flow cytometry 

For apoptotic analysis, 2x105 cells were seeded into 6-well plates. After 

reaching about 80% confluence, cells were treated with fixed doses of the compounds 

for 24 hours at 37°C. After the incubation period, apoptotic cells were analyzed by flow 

cytometry with the commercial PE Annexin V Apoptosis Detection Kit (BD Pharmingen, 

code 559763). 

3.10.5. Cell surface markers screening 

The cell surface markers were analyzed as previously described93. BD Lyoplate 

Human Cell Surface Marker Screening Panel was utilized (cat. 560747; BD Biosciences, 

Franklin Lakes, NJ) containing 242 purified monoclonal antibodies and corresponding 

isotype controls following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 5x103 cells were 

seeded in a 96-well-plate in fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) buffer containing 

10 mg/mL DNAse. Primary antibody incubation was carried out in 100 mL volume for 

30 min on ice followed by 2 washes in FACS buffer washes. Next, cells were incubated 
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with biotinylated secondary antibodies (goat anti-mouse 1:200, goat anti-rat 1:200). 

Tertiary incubation with Alexa Fluor 647 Streptavidin (1:4000) was carried out in 100 

mL volume for 30 min in ice. DAPI was used as the viability dye. Analysis was 

performed using BD ACCURI flow cytometer. 

3.10.6. Adhesion assay 

Cell adhesion of FaDu Parental and FaDu resistant cell lines was evaluated as 

described previously94. Briefly, wells in a 96-well plate were coated for 24 h with PBS/ 

BSA solution (bovine serum albumin, 10 μg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich), Matrigel®. Matrigel® 

was diluted to 1:10 in PBS. The next day, excess liquids were removed, and culture 

plates were incubated with 100 μl/well of 0.1 % BSA for 2 h and washed with PBS. 

6x103 cells of FaDu P and FaDu R cells were added to each well were added to each 

well in serum-free medium and incubated at 37 °C in a 5 % CO2 humidified atmosphere 

for 2 h. Non-adherent cells were rinsed off, and the remaining cells were fixed with 10 

% trichloroacetic acid (TCA), stained with crystal violet and quantified using an ELISA 

reader at 540 nm. 

3.10.7. Migration -Wound Healing 

  For wound healing assay, 2x105 cells were seeded in 6-well plates and cultured 

in 10% SFB culture medium until reaching confluence of 95%. The cell monolayer was 

washed with DPBS and a wound was made with a 200 μl plastic pipette. Cells was 

treated or not with fixed doses of the compounds. Images were obtained using the 

Olympus IX71 microscope. The relative migration distances were analyzed using Image 

J Software. The relative migration distance was calculated by the following formula as 

previously described95: percentage of wound closure (%) =  (A–B), where A is the width 

of cell wounds before incubation (0H), and B is the width of cell wounds after 

incubation and them normalized by the control. Results are expressed as the mean ± 

SD. The assay was done in triplicate at least three time 

3.10.8. Anchorage-dependent Colony formation assay  

FaDu Parental and FaDu resistant were seeded at a density of 5x103 and 1x104 

cells/well in six-well plates and then grown in a culture medium for 8-10 days at 37°C. 

After the incubation period, the colonies formed were fixed in formaldehyde and 
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stained with 0.005% violet crystal. The colonies formed were photographed under a 

40x magnification microscope. Colonies were photographed under the light 

microscope Eclipse 2200 (Nikon) and the number of colonies was analyzed by open 

CFU (Plos One- http://opencfu.sourceforge.net/) 96. In all experiments the results 

represent the mean of at least three independent experiments. 

3.10.9 Real time PCR 

 Quantitative PCR was performed for specific genes linked to epithelium-

mesenchymal transition, migration and invasion (Table 2) using the GoTaq® DNA 

Polymerase system (Promega) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Real-time 

PCR was performed using a Step One Plus instrument (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, 

USA). PCR conditions were 95 ° C for 2 minutes to activate DNA polymerase, followed 

by 40 cycles at 94 ° C for 15 seconds and 40 cycles at the annealing temperature of 

each primer (Table 2). The difference in cycle threshold value (Ct) of parental versus 

internal control (∆Ct) was used to determine gene expression in the resistant cell line. 

http://opencfu.sourceforge.net/
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Table 2-Genes analyzed by real time PCR and Sanger sequencing 

  

Gene  Primer Foward (5' - 3') Primer Reverse (5' - 3')  Size (pb) 

 
Annealing 

temperature 
°C 

  β-actin GGACTTCGAGCAAGAGATGG AGCACTGTGTTGGCGTACAG 234 63 

Genes 
EMT/Migration/Invasion  

Plakoglobin AAGGTGCTATCCGTGTGTCC GTTGTTGCATGTCAGGTTGG 261 63 

Snail CTCTAGGCCCTGGCTGCTAC TGACATCTGAGTGGGTCTGG 134 63 

Slug CTTTTTCTTGCCCTCACTGC ACAGCAGCCAGATTCCTCAT 161 63 

E-cadherin TGCCCAGAAAATGAAAAAGG GTGTATGTGGCAATGCGTTC 200 61 

N-cadherin ACAGTGGCCACCTACAAAGG TGATCCCTCAGGAACTGTCC 392 64 

Vimentin GGGACCTCTACGAGGAGGAG AAGATTGCAGGGTGTTTTCG 177 63 

Fibronectin TCGAGGAGGAAATTCCAATG CTCTTCATGACGCTTGTGGA 382 61 

Nanog ATACCTCAGCCTCCAGCAGA CTGGGGTAGGTAGGTGCTGA 174 59 

ITGA11a ATCTCGCAGTCAGCAAACCT AAGAGGACGTCAGCCTCGTA 305 61 

MMP2 CAGGGAATGAGTACTGGGTCTATT ACTCCAGTTAAAGGCAGCATCTAC 119 59 

MMP9 GCACGACGTCTTCCAGTACC CAGGATGTCATAGGTCACGTAGC 124 59 

MMP 14 CACTGCCTACGAGAGGAAGG TCCCTTCCCAGACTTTGATG 269 63 

MMP 24 TGAAGGCATTGACACAGCTC CGCTCAGTTTCTGGTTGTCA 242 63 

ROS 1- Validation  ROS 1 AGCATTACTCTGTGTCCCGT AGGGATCTGGCAGCTAGAAA 232 59 
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3.10.10 Western Blot, Human RTK and Cytokines Arrays 

 To assess the effect of cetuximab resistance in the intracellular signaling 

pathways and RTKs, the cells were cultured in DMEM-10% FBS in T25 culture flasks, 

grown to 85% of confluence and then serum-starved for 2 hours. The cells were 

washed and scraped in cold PBS and lysed in buffer containing 50 mM Tris (pH 7.6–8), 

150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 1 mM Na3VO4, 10 mM NaF, 10 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 

1% NP-40, and 1/7 of protease cocktail inhibitors (Roche, Amadora, Portugal). Western 

blot analysis was done using a standard 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide 

gel electrophoresis, loading 20 μg of protein per lane. All the antibodies were used as 

recommended by the manufacturer. The conditions used for each antibody are 

described in table 3. Concerning the RTK phosphorylation assessment, a proteome 

human RTK Phosphorylation Antibody Array (ab193662; Abcam, Cambridge) and 

Human XL Cytokine Array Kit (ARY022; R&D systems, Minneapolis,USA) was used 

according to the manufacturer's instructions. A total of 500 μg of fresh protein lysates 

was briefly incubated overnight at 4°C with nitrocellulose membranes dotted with 

duplicated spots for 71 anti-RTK, 102 anti-Cytokines and control antibodies. Bound 

phospho-RTKs and cytokines were incubated with a pan anti-phosphotyrosine-HRP 

antibody for 2 hours at room temperature. Blot detection was done by 

chemiluminescence (ECL Western Blotting Detection Reagents, RPN2109; GE 

Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) in ImageQuant LAS 4000 mini (GE Healthcare) or using 

X100 Hyperfilm ECL (Amersham, GE Healthcare). 

Table 3- Antibody conditions utilized in western blot analysis. 

Antibody Dilution Condition Manufacturer / Code 

Anti - β actin 1/1000 4ºC- Overnight Cell signaling/ #4967 

Anti- EGFR 1/1000 4ºC- Overnight Cell signaling/ #4267 

Anti- phospho-EGFR 1/1000 4ºC- Overnight Cell signaling/ #2234 

Anti- phospho- AKT  1/1000 4ºC- Overnight Cell signaling/ #9271 

Anti- AKT (total) 1/1000 4ºC- Overnight Cell signaling/ #9272 

Anti- phospho- p44/42 MAPK  1/1000 4ºC- Overnight Cell signaling/ #9101 

Anti- p44/42 MAPK (total) 1/1000 4ºC- Overnight Cell signaling/ #9102 
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Anti-mTOR 1/1000 4ºC- Overnight Cell signaling/ #2983 

Anti-Laminin B1 1/1000 4ºC- Overnight Cell signaling/ #13435 

Anti-FADD 1/1000 4ºC- Overnight Cell signaling/ #2782 

Anti-CD44 1/1000 4ºC- Overnight Cell signaling/ #37259 

Anti-E-cadherin 

Anti-N-cadherin 

Anti- α-Smooth Muscle  

Anti-SLUG 

Anti-SNAIL 

Anti- TGF-β 

1/1000 

1/1000 

1/1000 

1/1000 

1/1000 

1/1000 

4ºC- Overnight 

4ºC- Overnight 

4ºC- Overnight 

4ºC- Overnight 

4ºC- Overnight 

4ºC- Overnight 

Cell signaling/ #3195 

Cell signaling/ #13116 

Cell signaling/ #19245 

Cell signaling/# 9585 

Cell signaling/ #3879 

Cell signaling/#3711 

Anti-mouse IgG HPR 1/5000 TA- 1 hour Cell signaling/ #7076 

Anti-rabbit IgG HPR 1/5000 TA- 1 hour Cell signaling/ #7074 

 

3.10.11 Transwell chamber assay  

Cell migration was assessed with a Transwell assay. Cells were collected and 

suspended at a density of 3×105 cells in 500µL of serum-free medium and the IC50 

value of each compound and seeded in the upper compartment of the chamber.  

700µL of complete medium containing 10% FBS was added into the lower chamber. 

After incubation for another 24h, the chambers were removed and the cells on the 

upper surface of membrane were wiped off with cotton swabs. Then, the cells that had 

migrated into the microporous membrane were washed three times with PBS, fixed 

with methanol for 15min, and stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin for 5 min. Finally, 

images were obtained using 10x magnification microscope Eclipse 2220 (Nikon) and 

the cells were counted in all the fields of the membrane. The results are expressed in 

relation to the DMSO control (considered as 100% of migration) as the mean 

percentage of invasion ± SD. 

3.10.12 Statistical Analysis 

For the simple comparisons between the different conditions studied, the 

student's T test was used, and the differences between the groups were tested using 

the One-way ANOVA followed by the Bonferroni test. All statistical analyzes were 
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performed using GraphPadPrism software version 7. The level of significance 

established for the analyzes was considered 5%. 
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4. RESULTS  

4.1 Cetuximab resistance model establishment and identification of biomarkers 

associated with acquired resistance in head and neck cells. 

The results present in this section correspond to specific objective 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. 

4.1.1 Cetuximab-resistance model establishment and characterization.  

As previously reported, a cetuximab-resistant in vitro model was previously 

established by our group 74. The HNSCC cetuximab-resistant in vitro model was 

established with the exposure of FaDu cells with increasing cetuximab doses for 72 

hours after which time medium was removed, and cells were allowed to recover and 

re-populate in complete medium. This cetuximab exposition process was done in a 

period of at least eight months, leading to the establishment of six resistant clones. All 

resistant clones exhibited at least a 2-fold higher IC50 ranging from 400 µg/mL to 9350 

µg/mL (Figure 1A) and EGFR pathway inhibition with a loss of EGFR phosphorylation 

comparing to parental cells (Figure 1B). The optical microscopy revealed a marked 

alteration of cellular morphology in cetuximab-resistant cells, with parental cells 

maintained epithelial morphology, whereas FaDu resistant cells exhibited spindle 

shape and scattering profile, suggesting loose cell-cell interaction (Figure 1C).  

In the present thesis, we select the resistant clone C5 to perform the next 

steps. The clone C5 was evaluated 24 months after  cetuximab resistant establishment 

and exhibited a significant difference between FaDu parental proliferation (Figure 1D). 

The IC50 was 17-fold higher when compared with FaDu parental (216,9 µg/mL in FaDu 

parental against 3722 µg/mL in FaDu resistant). Moreover, this long time cetuximab-

resistant cells demonstrated a decrease in EGFR phosphorylation (Figure 1E). 
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Figure 6-Cetuximab resistant model establishment and characterization. A) Cell 

viability assay after selection in a short time (8 months of increasing doses of 

cetuximab exposition), cell viability assay of parental and resistant clones upon 

cetuximab exposition. The dose in parentheses represents the concentration that the 

clone was selected B) EGFR signaling of parental and resistant clones in a short time of 

establishment. C) Morphological changes upon CTX exposition after 8 months of 

exposition. D) Cell viability assay of parental and C5 resistant clone upon cetuximab 

exposition, after selection in a long time (24 months after cetuximab resistant clones’ 

establishment). E) Cell viability assay after long time of exposition that correspond to 8 

months after cetuximab resistant model establishment F) Morphological changes upon 

CTX exposition after 24 months of exposition P: FaDu Parental; R: FaDu Resistant; C: 

Clone. Cetuximab (CTX). 

4.1.2 Cetuximab resistance is associated with chromosomal abnormalities 

To evaluate the molecular impact of cetuximab resistance, we performed a 

detailed genomic and transcriptomic profile comparison between parental and FaDu 

resistance cells. The karyotyping analysis of Fadu parental and Fadu resistant cell lines 

revealed severe aneuploidy, with 51-57 chromosomes figures, with 11 numerical 

alterations and several structural changes (Figure 7 A and B). The parental cells 

presented hyperdiploid and compound karyotype with 51 to 53 chromosome figures, 

with several aberrations such as trisomy of chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,11, 12, 

16 and 17, monosomy of chromosomes 5, 13, 19, 20, 21 and 22, and tetrasomy of 
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chromosome 18. The resistant cells exhibited hyperdiploid and compound karyotype 

with many chromosomes ranging from 52 to 56, showing several alterations such as 

trisomy of X, 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 11, 16, 17 and 18 chromosomes, monosomy of chromosomes 

4, 5, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21 and 22, and tetrasomy of chromosomes 7, 9, 10 and 12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-Chromosomal abnormalities in FaDu parental and FaDu resistant by 

karyotyping. A) FaDu parental numerical and structural changes. B) FaDu resistant 

numerical and structural changes. 

The chromosomal changes or copy number aberrations (CNA) were also 

evaluated by whole exome sequencing (WES) and by the Copy Number Aberrations 

(CNA) Nanostring panel of 87 genes. The WES showed 31 chromosomal regions 

harboring a large number of genes with CNA (Figure 8 A). There were 15 amplified 

regions harboring genes such as RHOA, KRAS, MYB, MAP3K5, BCL2L2 and YAP1 (Table 

4). These data corroborate the karyotyping analysis, where we also founded 

amplification of chromosome 7 and 12 containing the same amplified genes found in 

CNA analysis such as, KRAS, MDM2, HMGA2, SHH, CCDND2 and FRS2. Deletions were 
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found in 15 regions, harboring genes such as TP53, PTEN, WT1, BRCA1, MAP2K4, and 

NF1. Many of the altered genes identified are related to MTOR-PI3K-AKT and MAPK 

proliferation signaling pathways. Other altered regions harbored genes mostly related 

to the DNA repair process, apoptosis, and transcriptional factors. All genes are 

reported as tumor driver by Cancer Genome Interpreter (CGI)97 are shown in table 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8- Molecular characterization after cetuximab-acquired resistance. A) Overview 

of the significant CNA’S founded in FaDu resistant cells in comparison with FaDu 

parental cells. In red are shown gains and in blue deletions. B) Heatmap of genes 

altered in FaDu parental and FaDu resistant cells. In red are represent the 
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overexpressed genes and in blue the downregulated genes.  The p value considered for 

cut-off was p<0.001. 
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Chromosome Region Event Cytoband Cancer Gene Driver statement

chr 17 Deletion p13.3 - p11.2 MAP2K4 known in: PA;BRCA;COREAD

chr 17 Deletion p13.3 - p11.2 TP53 known in: BCL;THYM

chr 11 Deletion p15.5 - p12 WT1 known in: WT;DSRCT

chr10 Deletion q22.3 - q26.3 PTEN known in: G;PRAD;ED;CM;TH;BRCA;L;OV;PA

chr 7 Deletion p14.3 - p12.1 IKZF1 known in: ALL;DLBCL

chr 10 Deletion q22.3 - q26.3 SUFU known in: MB

chr 16 Deletion q24.3 FANCA known in: AML;LK;PRAD

chr 17 Deletion p13.3 - p11.2 FLCN known in: TH

chr 17 Deletion q11.1 - q23.1 NF1 known in: NF;G;MPN;CM;PLEN;HNC;SG;LK

chr 17 Deletion q11.1 - q23.1 SUZ12 known in: CANCER

chr 17 Deletion q11.1 - q23.1 BRCA1 known in: OV;BRCA

chr 14 Amplification q12 - q32.33 NKX2-1 known in: NSCLC

chr 1 Amplification q32.1 - q32.2 MDM4 known in: GBM;BLCA;RB;S

chr 12 Amplification q14.3 - q24.33 MDM2 known in: S;G;COREAD;LIP

chr 9 Amplification p24.2 - p22.1 JAK2 known in: BRCA

chr 9 Amplification p24.2 - p22.1 CD274 known in: BCC

chr 8 Amplification q12.1 - q24.3 MYC known in: BLY;CLL;NB;COREAD;MYMA;PRAD

chr 5 High Amplification p13.3 - q11.2 RICTOR known in: L

chr 6 Amplification q16.2 - q27 ESR1 known in: UCEC;BRCA;OV

chr 12 Amplification p13.33 - p12.1 CCND2 known in: L

chr 12 Amplification q14.3 - q24.33 FRS2 known in: LIP

chr 14 Amplification q12 - q32.33 FOXA1 known in: COREAD

PA: Pancreas; BRCA: Breast Adenocarcinoma; COREAD: Colorectal Adenocarcinoma; ; BCL: B cell Lymphoma; THYM: Thymic; WT: Wilms tumor; G: Glioma; TH: Thyroid 

DSRCT: Desmoplastic small round cell tumor;  PRAD: Prostate Adenocarcinoma; ED: Endometrium; CM: Cutaneous melanoma; L: Lung; OV: Ovary; 

 ALL: Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia; DLBCL: Difuse Large B Cell Lymphoma; MB: Medulloblastoma; AML: Acute Myeloid Leukemia;LK: Leukemia; NF: Neurofibroma;

MPN: Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheat Tumor; PLEN: Plexiform Neurofibroma; HNC: Head and Neck; SG: Salivary Glands; NSCLC: Non-small Lung Cancer; BLCA: Bladder;

GBM: Glioblastoma Multiforme; RB: Retinoblastoma; S: Sarcoma; LIP: Liposarcoma; BCC: Basal Cell Carcinoma; BLY: Burkitt Lymphoma; CLL: Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia;

NB: Neuroblastoma; MYMA: Myeloma; UCEC: Uterine Corpus Endometroid  Carcinoma.

 

Table 4- Copy number alterations founded in FaDu Resistant compared with FaDu Parental cell line by whole exome analysis and nanostring 

validated as driver by CGI platform. 

. 
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4.1.3 Differential gene expression and mutation profile 

The differential transcriptomic profile of Fadu parental and resistant cells were 

evaluated using the NanoString PanCancer Pathways Panel. Of the 770 genes 

evaluated, 36 were differentially (p. adjusted <0.001; FC>±2) gene, being 18 

upregulated (RHOA, COL5A1, PLCG2, LIFR, PDGFD, RASGRF1, SETBP1, HDAC2, PPP3CB, 

SKP2, PIK3R3, GTF2H3, PBRM1, MCM4, PRKDC, FGF1, ALKBH3, PTPN11) and 18 

downregulated (MAP3K12, FZD10, CCND2, PPP2R2C, BMP7, CD40, TNF, CACNG6, 

STAT3, AKT3, AKT2, BMP2, FAZ, FLNC, FGF11, DLL3, RASGRP2, PRKAA2) (Figure 8B). In 

accordance with CNA results, we founded the differential expression of genes 

associated with the MAPK signaling, Ras signaling, mTOR-P3IK-AKT signaling (Figure 9).  

It was also performed an analysis of the functional connections among the proteins 

encoded by the 36 genes differently expressed by STRING software. In particular, FaDu 

resistant cells, 28 of 36 genes, had at least two connections (Figure 9). Notably, of 

these 28 genes, 9 demonstrated stronger connections centered around them (PTPN11, 

RHOA, PLCG2, PPP2R2C, PP3CB, AKT2, AKT3, PIK3R3, and STAT3). These findings 

suggest the involvement of MAPK signaling, Ras signaling, mTOR-PI3K-AKT signaling in 

cetuximab resistance. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9-Genetic interaction network associated with cetuximab resistance on the 

String platform. In this figure, each circle represents a gene (node), and each 

connection represents a direct or indirect connection (edge). Line color indicates the 

type of interaction evidence, and line thickness indicates the strength of data support. 
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Chromosome cDNA Protein Consequence Gene Driver status 

chr 1 c.2492A>T p.N831I Missense EPHA2 Tumor Driver  

chr 2 c.2074G>T p.G692W Missense ALK Tumor Driver  

chr 6 c.6341A>G p.Y2114C Missense ROS1 Tumor Driver   

chr 6 c.3391A>T p.K1131* Nonsense ZNF292 Tumor Driver   

chr 8 c.1648delT p.S550Qfs*12 Frameshift UBR5 Tumor Driver  

chr 9 c.3127_3129delAGC p.S1043delS In Frame Deletion TSC1 Tumor Driver  

chr 9 c.740delC p.P247Qfs*30 Frameshift NOTCH1 Tumor Driver  

chr 9 c.250_252delGAA p.E84delE In Frame Deletion XPA Tumor Driver  

chr 13 c.3273dupG p.K1092Efs*233 Frameshift IRS2 Tumor Driver  

chr 14 c.928delG p.E310Kfs*68 Frameshift ARID4A Tumor Driver  

chr 15 c.3416delG p.G1139Efs*25 Frameshift FANCI Tumor Driver  

chr 16 c.1183delC p.H395Tfs*78 Frameshift TRAF7 Tumor Driver  

chr 17 c.1420_1422delCAT p.H474delH InFrameDeletion AXIN2 Tumor Driver  

chr 19 c.209A>T p.N70I Missense ARHGAP35 Tumor Driver  

chr 21 c.146delC p.P49Qfs*4 Frameshift RUNX1 Tumor Driver  
 

MAPK associated genes are show in red, RAS associated genes are show in blue and 

mTOR signaling related genes are show in yellow. 

Furthermore, we performed the whole-exome sequencing in both parental and 

resistant FaDU cells and found 394 mutations present only in the resistant cells. 

Mutations with important biological significance are summarized in Table 5, and 

included genes NOTCH1, EPHA2, TSC1, ALK, and ROS1, which were previously 

described as tumor drivers97.  

Table 5- Somatic mutations present in FaDu Resistant compared with FaDu Parental 

cell line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROS1 (c.6341A>G) demonstrated the higher variant allele frequency (VAF) 

(24%) in the resistant cells, and it was also further validated by Sanger sequencing 

(Figure 10). 
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Figure 10-Sanger sequencing of ROS 1 C.6341A>G mutation in parental and resistant 

cells. The electropherogram depicts a ROS1 mutation C.6341A>G in the resistant cell 

line. 

4.1.4 Overexpression of cell surface markers and cytokines may be associated with 

cetuximab resistant phenotype 

Parental and resistant cells were analyzed by flow cytometry using lyoplate, an 

extensive screening panel of 242 human surface proteins. To control changes in 

surface marker expression, both cell lines were cultured for equal periods (21 days). 

We found 131 cell surface markers differentially expressed between parental and 

resistant cells. Among them, we found the overexpression of some mesenchymal stem 

cells markers (MSCs), like CD44 and other cell surface markers such as Intercellular cell 

adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1), endoglin (ENG) and programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-

L1), lysosomal-associated membrane protein 1 (LAMP1) and lysosomal-associated 

membrane protein 2 (LAMP2) (FC>1.5; p<0.001; Figure 11A)(17, 18). To validate the 

lyoplate results, some cytokines were next assessed by the human cytokines array 

protein and corroborate the overexpression of some markers such as ICAM1, TFRC and 

ENG (Figure 11B and C). 
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Figure 11-Cell surface markers and cytokines profile expression in FaDu parental and 

FaDu resistant cells. A)  Heatmap of cell-surface markers expression in FaDu parental 

and FaDu resistant cells. In red are represent the overexpressed markers and in blue 

the downexpressed markers. Fold-change≥1,5. B) Representative images of Cytokines 

protein array in FaDu parental and FaDu resistant cells. C) Bars demonstrated the 

cytokines differential expression in FaDu cells. 

4.1.5 EGFR nuclear translocation and overexpression of mTOR are associated with 

cetuximab resistant phenotype 

 We further evaluate whether cetuximab resistance is associated with EGFR 

nuclear translocation. The resistant cells showed loss of EGFR in the plasma membrane 

(membrane fraction – MF) and cytoplasm (cytoplasm fraction – CF) compared with the 

parental cell line (Figure 12A). The EGFR nuclear translocation in resistant cells was 

confirmed by immunofluorescence, where we observed the presence of EGFR in the 

perinuclear region in resistant cells instead of the plasma membrane as well was found 

in parental cells (Figure 12B). Moreover, since the mTOR expression had been 
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associated with cetuximab response and EGFR nuclear translocation98-100 and 

considering that our results from the Nanostring we founded an enrichment of genes 

involved in mTOR signaling (Figure 9), we evaluated the mTOR expression in our 

resistant model. We observed an increase of mTOR-related genes and protein in FaDu 

resistant cells compared to parental cells (Figure 12A and 12D). The overexpression of 

mTOR was also confirmed by immunofluorescence (Figure 12C).   
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Figure 12-EGFR-FITC+ MTOR-FITC expression in FaDu parental and FaDu resistant cells. 

A) Subcellular protein fractionation assay for EGFR detection in parental and resistant 

cells. B) p-EGFR nuclear translocation in resistant cells by Immunofluorescence assay. 

C)p-mTOR immnunoflouorescence assay in resistant and parental cells D) mTOR-

related genes by microarray of expression in green are show genes downregulated and 

in red genes upregulated. DAPI (Hoescht) staining in blue. p-EGFR-FITC+ p-mTOR-FITC+ 

and is expressed in parental and resistant cells. Arrows indicate EGFR-FITC+ and p-

mTOR-FITC+ localization. 
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4.1.6 Cetuximab resistant cells display an increase of aggressiveness phenotype and 

differential expression of epithelial-mesenchymal transition markers (EMT) 

 Due to overexpression of genes involved in proliferation, migration, adhesion 

and invasion in FaDu resistant cell, we performed functional assays to evaluate 

phenotype changes caused by cetuximab resistance. First, we evaluated the migration, 

the wound-healing assay showed that resistant cells migrate in a higher rate than the 

parental cells independent of time, as assessed by wound-healing assay (Figure 13A 

and 13B). Moreover, resistant cells showed higher adhesion by protein-based assay 

comparing to parental cells (Figure 13C and 13D). The proliferation capacity of parental 

and resistant cells was assessed using the clonogenic assay. There was a significantly 

higher fraction of colonies of resistant cells relative to parental cells (Figure 13C and 

13E).   These results suggest the higher aggressive phenotype of cetuximab-resistant 

compared with parent cells. 

 Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a highly conserved cellular process, 

that involved acquire mesenchymal and stem cell signatures, usually involved in tumor 

progression, including metastasis, therapy resistance, and disease recurrence 101. The 

stemness marker CD44 is increased during EMT and the increased levels of mTOR 

could modulate the EMT by TGF- β102 . FaDu resistant cells demonstrated the change in 

morphology and an increase of aggressiveness phenotype as well as overexpression of 

CD44 and mTOR-related genes (Figure 11A and 9). We evaluated EMT markers in the 

established resistance model and the FaDu resistant cells demonstrated a decreased 

expression of N-cadherin (Figure 13F) and increased expression of slug, and TGF-β and 

CD44 (Figure 13F, H, I and J).  
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Figure 13-Malignant phenotype acquired after CTX resistance establishment and 

Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) markers expression in FaDu parental and 

FaDu resistant cells. A) Representative images of wound healing assay of FaDu Parental 

and FaDu Resistant cell lines in 24 h, 48h, and 72 h. B) Migration rates of FaDu Parental 

and FaDu resistant cells in a wound-healing assay. C) Representative images of 

Adhesion and Clonogenic assay for Parental and Resistant cells. D)Absolute 

quantification of adherent cells. E) Absolute number of colonies in Clonogenic cell 

assay for anchorage-dependent in parental and Resistant cells. F) Representative 

images of EMT proteins detected in western blot assay in parental and resistant cells. 

G) N-cadherin densitometry. H) Slug densitometry. I) TGF-β densitometry. J) CD44 

densitometry.The yellow lines represent the distance between both edges of the 

wound; Scale bars, 200 µm. (.**p<0.05 ;***p<0.001). 

To validate these findings, we also performed real-time PCR, corroborating with 

protein levels by western blot analysis (Figure 14). In accordance with our functional 

assays, we founded increased levels of MMP14, MMP9, and ITGA11A, whereas 
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NANOG, MMP2, MMP24, and plakoglobin were downregulated in resistance cells 

compared with parental cells that is involved with adhesion, invasion, and migration. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14- Expression of EMT markers, invasion and migration. A) Expression of EMT 

markers by PCR in real time. Data are presented in fold-change compared to parental 

FaDu. B) Expression of invasion and migration markers by RT-PCR. Data are presented 

in fold-change compared to parental FaDu. 

4.1.7 The establishment of cetuximab resistance induces miRNA´s differential 

expression 

In addition, we also analyzed the expression of microRNA´s between the cell 

lines. Using the Nanostring® platform, we analyzed about 800 miRNAs known to be 

involved in tumorigenesis. As shown in figure 15, we found 23 miRNAs differentially 

expressed between the parental and resistant cell lines, 13 miRNAs showed a 

overexpressed and 10 with reduced expression 
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For this initial analysis, cell culture pellet was used for the extraction of genetic 

material. Thinking of mimicking the paraffined blocks with tumor tissue, the cell lines 

were processed and paraffined similar to the processing of the tumor tissue. The 

blocks containing the paraffin cells were cut and the RNA was extracted from the 

slides. The analysis of the microRNA´s profile revealed a different microRNA´S profile 

than that found in the cell pellet (non-paraffin processes) (Figure 16). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15- Matrix of expression of microRNAs between Fadu Parental and Fadu Resistant. The 

mirRNA upregulated are show in red and the mirRNA downregulated are show in blue. Green= 

resistant, Red: parental. 
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Figure 16-miRNA´s expression profile between the FaDu Parental and FaDu resistant 

cells. FaDu parental expression cluster is represented in green and the FaDu resistant 

in pink. Overexpressed miRNA´s are represented in red and the little expressed 

miRNA´s in blue. The material used for the extraction was the cell block of the cell 

lines. 

 We found only 8 microRNA´s differentially expressed between the parental and 

resistant cells, 4 of which were overexpressed and 4 with reduced expression. Among 

the microRNA´s found in the analysis of the cell pellet, only 3 microRNA´S were 

preserved in the analysis made with the cell block: hsa-miR-92a-3p, hsa-miR-155-5p 

and hsa-miR-23a-3p. These data together provide evidence that the expression of 

microRNA's is influenced by the type and processing of the sample. To further explore 

the target and roles of these 3 microRNA´S conservated between the analysis, we 

performed a functional analysis (Figure 17). The genes are involved meanly in focal 

adhesion (67), regulation of cytoskeleton (66) MAPK signaling (72), endocytosis (57) 

and mTOR signaling (24).  
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Figure 17-Molecular interaction network between hsa-miR-92a-3p, hsa-miR-155-5p 

and hsa-miR-23a-3p and their targets. In this figure, each circle represents a gene 

(node), and each connection represents a direct or indirect connection (edge). 
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4.2.  Comparative study of the cytotoxic effect of anti-EGFR combi-molecules in head 

and neck and colorectal cell lines.  

The results present in this section correspond to specific objective 2.2.3. 

4.2.1 Combi-molecules anti-EGFR + alkylating agents reduce cell viability of the head 

and neck and colorectal cells. 

 To assess the cytotoxic potential of combi-molecules, we conduced cell viability 

assays using head and neck cancer cell lines: FaDu parental, FaDu resistant, JHU28, 

SCC25, HN13 and UM-SCC47. To assess the effectiveness of combi-molecules in 

reducing cell viability, initially a screening was performed using 3 combi-molecules 

(JS61, JS84 and ZR2002) diluted in DMSO in increasing concentrations ranging from 0 

to 100 μM. As a positive control, geftinib (anti-EGFR), chlorambucil (alkylated agent 

and chemical structurally like “combi-molecules”) and the combination of both (G + C) 

were used. For this purpose, dilution curves ranging from 0 to 200 μM (0, 0,0625, 

0,625, 6,25, 12,5, 25, 50, 100, 200) were exposed to the strains for 72 hours. As shown 

in figure 18, all combi-molecules tested were able to reach the IC50 for all cells tested. 

In addition, all combi-molecules analyzed showed a dose-dependent effect on the 

strains (Figure 18). Moreover, ZR2002 and JS84, showed lower IC50 values than 

geftinib, chlorambucil and the combination of both. In addition, chlorambucil did not 

obtain IC50 values detectable for most cells analyzed. 
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Figure 18-Dose-response curves for combi-molecules and their respective controls in 

HNSCC cells. 

The IC50 values for the most resistant cell line to combi-molecules, JHU28, varied 

from 2.5 to 40 μM. For the FaDu parental considered the most sensitive, the values 

ranged from 0.4 to 13.2μM (Table 6). 

Table 6-IC50 values for combi-molecules and their respective controls in the head and 

neck lines 

GEFTINIB CHLORAMBUCIL G+C ZR2002 JS61 JS84

FaDu Parental 4.9 ± 0.2 ND 8.8 ± 3.3 0.4 ± 0.2 13.2 ± 6.7 2.2 ± 0.3

FaDu Resistant 9.7 ±  0.5 ND 15.9 ± 5.0 0.5 ± 0.2 13.5 ± 4.4 4.7 ± 1.2

JHU28 26.3 ± 1.4 ND 40 ± 1.6 2.5 ± 0.4 34.5 ± 1.5 7.9 ± 0.9

HN13 6.5 ± 1.1 ND 23.2 ± 1.3 3.2 ± 0.5 15.2 ± 1.1 7.6 ± 0.8

SCC25 4.4 ± 0.6 150.4 ± 0.14 8.8 ± 0.9 0.6 ± 0.2 7.3 ± 0.9 3.6 ± 0.5

UM SCC47 19.2 ± 1.2 89.19 ± 0.02 25.5 ± 1.4 0.4 ± 0.1 13.8 ± 1.4 3.1 ± 0.5

Mean 11.8 ND 20.3 1.26 16.2 4.85

IC50 µM (Mean ± SD)

 

 To further assess the potential anti-neoplastic properties of “combi-

molecules”, we extended the cell viability analysis to a panel of colorectal cancer cell 
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lines. In this tumor subtype, we analyzed four cell lines: Caco-2, DiFi, HCT-15 and HCT-

116. The same concentrations and treatment times used for the head and neck cells 

were utilized. As shown in the dose response curves of figure 19, all combi-molecules 

managed to reach the IC50, presenting lower values than geftinibi and chlorambucil 

alone. In addition, ZR2002 and JS84 again demonstrated a greater reduction in cell 

viability when compared to JS61. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19-Dose-response curves for combi-molecules and respective controls in the 

colorectal cancer cell lines. 

IC50 values for the most resistant cell line to combi-molecules, Caco-2, varied 

from 8.3 to 61.5 μM. For the DiFi considered the most sensitive, the values ranged 

from 0.17 to 32.6 μM (Table 6) 
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Table 7- IC50 values for combi-molecules and their respective controls in colorectal 

cancer cells. 

GEFTINIB CHLORAMBUCIL G+C ZR2002 JS61 JS84

HCT-15 20.6 ± 2.1 105.8 20.2 ± 1.0 0.03 ± 0.0001 12.0 ± 3.2 4.3 ± 0.6

HCT-116 31.2 ± 6.4 ND 23.9 ± 3.12 0.14 ± 0.03 41.0  ± 12.6 3.1 ± 0.7

CACO-2 38.6 ±12.2 ND 61.5 ±  19.5 8.3  ±  2.75 45.0 ±  11.05 26.1 ± 4.11

DIFI 5.36  ± 3.6 ND 32.6  ± 8.3 7.9 ±  1.77 10.8 ±  5.06 0.17 ±  0.02

Mean 23.8 ND 34.5 4.09 27.2 8.4

ND- Not determined ; SD: Standard deviation 

IC50 µM (Mean ± SD)

 

4.2.2 Combi-molecules treatment induces the inhibition of EGFR-mediated signaling 

and increases DNA damage. 

In order to understand the mechanisms involved in the reduction of cell viability 

mediated by combi-molecules treatment, the expression of proteins involved in EGFR 

signaling and DNA damage were evaluated. For this analysis we used a sensitive cell 

line (FaDu parental) and a resistant cell line (JHU 28) for the treatment with combi-

molecules. The cells were treated for 24 hours with the IC50 values determined in the 

72-hours viability assay. As shown in figure 20, in JHU28 cells all combi-molecules were 

able to significantly induce inhibition of the EGFR phosphorylated, similarly to Geftinib, 

indicating the blocking of receptor activation. However, only ZR2002 and JS84 were 

able to inhibit downstream EGFR signaling proteins such as AKT. In addition, in relation 

to DNA damage, only ZR2002 was able to induce PARP cleavage and increase H2AX 

phosphorylation. 
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Figure 20-Analysis of EGFR-mediated signaling and DNA damage in the JHU28 

(resistant) cells after treatment with the IC50 values of the combi-molecules and their 

respective controls for 24 hours. **p<0.05 ;***p<0.001. 

Similarly, in the sensitive cells, FaDu parental (Figure 21), showed a reduction in 

the EGFR phosphorylated for all combi-molecules analyzed. However, only ZR2002 and 

JS84 demonstrated complete pathway block, with concomitant inhibition of the 

phosphorylated forms of AKT and ERK, differently from what was observed in the 

resistant cells. In addition, ZR2002 was able to induce PARP cleavage and H2AX 

phosphorylation levels, thereby indicating DNA damage. Furthermore, JS61 was able to 

induce phosphorylation of H2AX in the FaDu cells, which was not observed in the 

JHU28 cells. 
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Figure 21-Analysis of EGFR-mediated signaling and DNA damage in FaDu (sensitive) 

cells after treatment with the IC50 values of the combi-molecules and their respective 

controls for 24 hours ., .**p<0.05 ;***p<0.001. 

 For colorectal cancer cells, we analyzed an anti-EGFR resistant cell line (HCT-15) 

and an anti-EGFR sensitive cell line (DiFi) for the treatment with combi-molecules. The 

cell treatment conditions were also IC50 values determined in the 72-hours viability 

assay for 24 hours. As shown in figure 22, in DiFi cells all combi-molecules were able to 

significantly induce inhibition of the EGFR phosphorylated, similarly to geftinib, 

indicating the blocking of receptor activation. However, only ZR2002 and JS61 were 

able to inhibit downstream EGFR signaling proteins such as AKT and ERK. In addition, in 

relation to DNA damage, H2AX phosphorylation and PARP cleavage were weakly 

induced in DiFi cells after ZR2002 treatment when we compare with DMSO control. 
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Figure 22-Analysis of EGFR-mediated signaling and DNA damage in DiFi cells after 

treatment with the IC50 values of the combi-molecules and their respective controls for 

24 hours. ***p<0.001. 

  In addition, HCT-15 (Figure 23) cells we observe a strongly inhibition of EGFR 

phosphorylation upon geftinib, combination between geftinib plus chlorambucil and 

JS84 treatment. However, only JS61 and JS84 demonstrated EGFR pathway block, with 

concomitant inhibition of the phosphorylated form of ERK. ZR2002 was able to induce 

PARP cleavage and H2AX phosphorylation, thereby indicating DNA damage.  
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Figure 23-Analysis of EGFR-mediated signaling and DNA damage in HCT-15 cells after 

treatment with the IC50 values of the combi-molecules and their respective controls 

for 24 hours. ***p<0.001. 

4.2.3 ZR2002 inhibits migration, colony formation and promotes apoptosis in head 

and neck and colorectal cell lines 

After evaluating the role of combi-molecules in inhibiting proliferative signaling 

mediated by EGFR and promoting damage to DNA, we concluded that among the 

combi-molecules tested, ZR2002, it demonstrated a greater cytotoxic effect in relation 

to the other combi-molecules analyzed. To determine if the ZR2002 -induced cell death 

is an apoptotic response we first examined the PE Annexin V by flow cytometry. The 

treatment with the IC50 values of ZR2002 (0.4 µM-FaDu; 2.5 µM-JHU-28; 0.03 µM-HCT-

15; 7.9 µM -DiFi) increased the percentage of cells in late apoptosis by 18.6 % against 

3.8 % of the control in the JHU-28 cells. This same result was observed in the FaDu 

cells, where ZR2002 increased the rate of cells in late apoptosis by 13.2 % against 3.4 % 

of the control (Figure 24; Table 8).  
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Cell Line 

Viables Initial late Non-viables

CTR 91,86  ± 0,03 0,84 ± 0,01 3,82 ± 0,01 3,49  ± 0,02

 GEF 76,57 ±  0,02 1,20 ± 0,00 7,92 ± 0,00 14,3 ± 0,02

 CLOR 65,5 ± 0,09 1,66 ± 0,04 17,2 ± 0,04 15,66 ± 0,04

 GEF+CLOR 60,7 ± 0,06 0,86 ± 0,00 12,2 ± 0,00 26,3 ± 0,07

ZR2002 60,7 ± 0,05 1,47 ± 0,03 18,6 ± 0,03 19,2 ± 0,02

Viables Initial late Non-viables

CTR 92,6 ± 0,03 3,26  ±  0,02 3,48  ±  0,01 0,66  ±  0,00

 GEF 87,66  ±  0,03 5,47  ±  0,02 6,08  ±  0,00 0,80  ±  0,00

 CLOR 68,3  ± 0,06 8,2  ±  0,04 19,8  ±  0,07 3,81  ±  0,03

 GEF+CLOR 86,4  ±  0,03 3,84  ±  0,00 8,54  ±  0,02 1,27  ±  0,00

ZR2002 74,4 ±  0,09 10,9  ±  0,02 13,3  ±  0,01 1,45  ±  0,00

Apoptosis (%  ± SD)

JHU28

FaDu

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24-Flow cytometry evaluating apoptosis in the head and neck cells. The cells 

were treated with the IC50 values of ZR2002 and their respective controls for 24 hours. 

p<0.001. 

Table 8- Percentage of apoptotic cells after treatment with ZR2002 and its respective 

controls 
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To validate these results, we evaluated by western blotting the caspase 3 status 

upon ZR2002 treatment, as we can see in figure 25, the treatment with ZR2002 

strongly increased the cleaved caspase 3 levels in FaDu cells as well as chlorambucil 

and the combination. However, in JHU-28 cells, that correspond a resistant phenotype, 

only chlorambucil induces cleaved caspase 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25-Caspase 3 analysis in JHU-28 and FaDu cells after treatment with the IC50 

values of the combi-molecules and their respective controls for 24 hours. 

Moreover, we extended our analysis using DiFi and HCT-15 cells.  

ZR2002increased the percentage of cells in late apoptosis by 39 % against 29.4 % of the 

control in DiFi cells. This same result was observed in the HCT-15 cells, where ZR2002 

increased the rate of cells in late apoptosis by 17.6 % against 7.4 % of the control 

(Figure 26; Table 9). 
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Figure 26-Flow cytometry evaluating apoptosis in the colorectal cancer cells. The cells 

were treated with the IC50 values of ZR2002 and their respective controls for 24 hours. 

**p<0.05. 

Table 9-Percentage of apoptotic cells in colorectal cancer after treatment with ZR2002 

and its respective controls 

Linhagem 

Viables Initial late Non-viables

CTR 54,5  ± 2,6 13,1  ± 2,9 29,4 ± 1,7 2,9  ± 1,97

 GEF 39,2 ±  15,7 27,6  ± 8,1 30,7 ± 7,2 2,4 ± 0,28

 CLOR 31,9 ± 12,3 22,8  ± 6,4 44,0 ± 6,5 1,2 ± 0,56

 GEF+CLOR 39,4 ± 8,4 24,4± 4,5 32,5 ± 4,9 3,7 ± 0,98

ZR2002 34,2 ± 6,4 19 ± 1,27 39 ± 5,3 7,7  ± 0,14

Viables Initial late Non-viables

CTR 88,8 ± 3,4 0,45  ±  0,21 7,45  ±  0,63 2,95  ±  2,61

 GEF 84,8  ±  0,9 0,40  ±  0,28 8,7 ±  2,96 6,10  ±  2,26

 CLOR 84,4  ± 1,6 0,31 ±  0,41 11,4 ±  0,21 3,35  ±  1,9

 GEF+CLOR 78,8 ±  1,2 0,6  ±  0,28 13  ±  1,13 7,55  ±  0,21

ZR2002 68,2 ±  2,6 0,65  ±  0,49 17,6 ±  0,91 13,4  ±  3,04

Apoptosis  (%  ± SD)

DIFI

HCT-15
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We also accessed the cleaved-caspase 3 in DIFI and HCT-15 cells. ZR2002 induces 

cleaved caspase 3 in DIFI cells, that is an anti-EGFR sensitive cell line, as well as geftinib 

and the combination between geftinib and chlorambucil. However, in HCT-15 no sign 

of caspase-3 processing were observed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27- Caspase 3 analysis in DiFi and HCT-15 cells after treatment with the IC50 

values of the combi-molecules and their respective controls for 24 hours. 

Taken together these results suggested that ZR2002 mainly induced apoptotic cell 

death in head and neck and colorectal cancer cells.  

The role of ZR2002 was also evaluated under cell migration. As seen in figure 28, 

treatment with ZR2002 was able to significantly reduce the migration rates for JHU-28 

and FaDu cells. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28-Representative images of cell migration rates in the transwell assay after 

treatment with ZR2002 and its respective controls in the head and neck cells. The cells 
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were treated with the IC50 values of ZR2002 s and their respective controls for 24 

hours. 

This same profile of response was observed for colorectal cancer cells. The 

treatment with ZR2002 was able to promote attenuation of migration, with a 

significant decrease (p < 0.05) in comparison to the control cells (Figure 29). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29-Representative images of cell migration rates in the transwell assay after 

treatment with ZR2002 and its respective controls in the colorectal cells. The cells were 

treated with the IC50 values of ZR2002 s and their respective controls for 24 hours. (p 

< <0.05). 

Likewise, in the anchorage-dependent colony formation assay, chlorambucil, the 

combination of geftinibi and chlorambucil and ZR2002 significantly reduced the 

number of colonies formed in the JHU-28 cells. We emphasize that although 

chlorambucil and the combination reduce the number of colonies, the IC50 values for 

both are about 10 times higher than for ZR2002 (200 µM, 40 µM and 2.5 µM). 

Regarding the results in the FaDu cells, since it is a sensitivity model, all compounds 

tested significantly reduced the number of colonies formed (Figure 30). 
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Figure 30- Representative images of colony formation assay, after treatment with 

ZR2002 and its respective controls in the head and neck lines. The cells were treated 

with the IC50 values of ZR2002 s and their respective controls for 24 hours. (p <0.05). 

Regarding the results in colorectal cells, ZR2002 strongly reduced the number 

of colonies formed in both cell lines analyzed. Moreover, we highlight that all 

compounds were able to significantly reduce the number of colonies formed in 

colorectal cancer cells (Figure 31).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31-Representative images of colony formation assay, after treatment with 

ZR2002 and its respective controls in colorectal cancer cells. The cells were treated 

with the IC50 values of ZR2002 s and their respective controls for 24 hours. (p <0.05). 

These results suggest that ZR2002 could represents a new therapeutic approach 

for head and neck and colorectal tumors that present high EGFR expression rates. 

rates.  
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5. DISCUSSION 

Targeted therapies are the key to the personalized treatment of cancer 

patients103. Herein, using an in vitro model of HNSCC, we performed a comprehensive 

evaluation of the molecular profile and biological mechanisms of cetuximab resistance 

using a long-term cetuximab exposure model. We showed that a cetuximab acquired-

resistance model was successfully established and demonstrated that the 

overexpression of mTOR-PI3K-AKT related genes and the acquired mesenchymal and 

stem cell signatures might be potentially novel cetuximab-resistance (acquired) 

biomarkers. Moreover, we highlight the new therapeutical approach named “combi-

molecules”, inhibiting EGFR and inducing DNA damage, as a new strategy in EGFR 

overexpressing head and neck and colorectal tumors. 

 

5.1 Identification of Cetuximab acquired resistance mechanisms in vitro 

Using an in vitro model to create a cetuximab resistant cell line by incremental 

dose exposition, we found 17-fold-higher IC50 for the resistant cell line, like the 

previous study conducted in HNSCC cell lines that showed a 10-fold IC50 for cetuximab 

104. We exposed the FaDu cell line for eight months in incremental doses to obtain 

cetuximab-acquired-resistant cells. Some studies have reported a resistant phenotype 

in 6 or 7 months at 100 µg/mL and 5µg/mL of cetuximab or even in periods shorter 

than 15 days 49, 105, 106. We believe that resistance models based on long exposure 

times generate a persistent resistance to cetuximab.  

We observed several chromosomal numerical aberrations with a gain of 

chromosomes 3, 7, and 12. Some of these alterations are known to be frequent in 

HNSCC, such as the gain of chromosome 7, as well as its tetrasomy89. Moreover, we 

observed specific CNA in several gene loci associated with gene overexpression in the 

cetuximab resistant cells, including KRAS, RHOA, PTPN11, GTF2H3, IKZF1, PIK3R3, 

PLCG2, PDGFD, and RASGRF1. These results suggest that where KRAS mutation is a 

biomarker of cetuximab response in colorectal cancer 107, in HNSCC, KRAS amplification 

may be a predictive marker of cetuximab resistance.  
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In our study, RHOA was the most overexpressed gene in resistant cells. RHOA 

belongs to the Rho GTPases family, which is also involved in the RAS and mTOR-PIK3-

AKT signaling and controls all aspects of cellular motility and invasion, including cellular 

polarity, cytoskeletal organization, and transduction of signals108, 109. Recently, Pan and 

coworkers reported that dysregulation of Rho GTPases, particularly Rho-A, Rho-C, and 

Rac2, resulted in an aggressive HNSCC phenotype109. Furthermore, Rho-A has been 

described to modulate the EMT by TGF-β and mTOR 110, 111. EMT is a cellular 

transformation process in which epithelial cells lose epithelial polarity and intercellular 

adhesiveness, gaining migratory potential and acquire mesenchymal and stem cell 

signatures 112. In the current study, cetuximab-resistant cells showed a morphological 

change and increased levels of TGF-β, SLUG, and CD44 becoming like to EMT cell 

activation. We also observed an increase in adhesion rates in FaDu resistant and 

increased levels of mTOR, and CD44, essential regulators of EMT and metastasis 102, 110, 

113. Overall, this data set reinforces that the EMT transition phenotype and 

overexpression of Rho-A are involved in HNSCC cetuximab resistance.  

Another important therapy resistance mechanism is associated with cancer 

stem cells (CSCs) 114. Our study observed a significant difference in mesenchymal stem 

cell markers and cell surface markers in FaDu resistant cells compared to parental cells 

such as CD44, ICAM-1, ENG, PD-L1 LAMP1, and LAMP2. CD44 is an important marker of 

CSC´s in carcinomas, and it plays a role in the mediation of resistance to drug therapy, 

including anti-EGFR inhibitors 115, 116. In the HNSCC context, cancer stem cells are 

responsible for treatment failure in which CD44 has been reported to represent a 

candidate of resistance marker 117. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that CD44 

regulates EGFR, activating the mTOR-PI3K/Akt signaling pathway118. 

Additionally, in our resistance model, PD-L1 (CD274) 

amplification/overexpression may involve the adaptive immune resistance to 

cetuximab. PD-L1 upregulation was associated with a higher risk for nodal metastasis 

at diagnosis, overall tumor-related death, and recurrence in HNSCC and associated 

with TKI's resistance in lung cancer119, 120. Importantly, it can be suggested that 

immune-checkpoint blockers, such as pembrolizumab, which targets PD-L1, could 

activate an immune response and overcome the cetuximab response. Alterations of 
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the EGFR signaling cascade are known factors influencing cetuximab response 121. We 

observed a decreased EGFR phosphorylation in the resistant cells, despite the absence 

of variation of total EGFR and the upregulation of genes involved in the 

mTOR/PI3K/AKT pathway. In concordance with our results, Lida et al. showed 

constitutive activation of the mTOR/PI3K/AKT signaling axis in cetuximab resistant lung 

cell lines 122. The upregulation of the mTOR/PI3K/AKT pathway was also reported using 

UM-SCC-6R cetuximab-resistant cells that demonstrated EGF-independent signaling 

106. On the other hand, it was previously reported that the mTOR/PI3K/AKT pathway's 

constitutive activation leads to EGFR trafficking123. Nuclear EGFR translocation is 

reported to be related to anti-EGFR therapy resistance124, so our results corroborate 

this hypothesis.  

 As mentioned, the mTOR pathway seems to play a significant role in cetuximab 

resistance in HNSCC. A recent study associated MTOR overexpression in the TKI 

inhibitors resistance process, demonstrating that stress-induced mutagenesis 

contributes to adaptive evolution in cancer for drug resistance125. Our study found an 

increase in mTOR levels in whole cellular compartments, including in the membrane, 

cytoplasm, and mainly in the nucleus of cetuximab-resistant cells. Besides, we also 

identified an upregulation of genes involved in mTOR signaling, namely RHOA, PIK3R3, 

SKP2, and a frameshift mutation in IRS2 that was not present in the parental cell line. 

IRS2 acts as a protein scaffold that activates the phosphoinositide 3-kinase 

(PI3K)/AKT/mTOR pathway leading to proliferation and migration126. Thus, the inability 

of IRS2 to respond to negative feedback signals could contribute to higher PI3K/mTOR 

activity associated with cetuximab resistance in HNSCC. Of note, IRS2 mutations were 

recently associated with invasion in pleomorphic invasive lobular carcinoma 127. 

Overall, mTOR-PIK3-AKT family members’ overexpression could be involved with 

cetuximab resistance, and combination regimens with drugs that block mTOR may 

overcome cetuximab resistance in HNSCC. 

Interestingly, we also found a ROS1 variant (c.6341A>G) associated with 

resistant cells. ROS1 was previously described as regulated and associated with 

metastasis to lung and lymph nodes in oral squamous cell carcinoma128. Of note, ROS1 

mutations were associated with response to anti-ROS1 inhibitors, such as Lorlatinib in 
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pancreatic cancer 129.Recently, Davies and coworkers demonstrated a compensatory 

mechanism of growth control involving ROS and EGFR, where cells resistant to ROS1 

inhibition have been resensitized by inhibiting EGFR by a switch between these 

pathways 130. Thus, co-targeting of ROS1 and EGFR could potentially offer an effective 

option to overcome cetuximab resistance. 

Regarding the miRNA´s expression we observed that sample processing 

conditions induced dramatic changes in the expression profile. Cheng et al previously 

reported a huge variation of miRNA expression with the majority (72%) of detectable 

miRNAs substantially affected by processing alone. This effect was due to platelet 

contamination131. In an analyze compare plasma and serum from non-ST-elevation 

myocardial infarction, the authors highlight that plasma and serum exhibit different 

patterns of circulating miRNA expression and suggest that results from studies with 

different starting material could not be comparable132. Nevertheless, three miRNA´s 

were conserved between the samples processing: hsa-miR-92a-3p was downregulated 

in resistant cell line and hsa-miR-155-5p and hsa-miR-23a-3p were upregulated in 

cetuximab resistant cells. These miRNA´s are involved in focal adhesion, regulation of 

cytoskeleton MAPK and mTOR signaling. 

In summary, this is the first report to describe a deep molecular basis of 

cetuximab resistance in HNSCC. Our study suggests that the development of cetuximab 

resistance in HNSCC is a complex mechanism that involves an increased number of 

genetic aberrations and protein dysregulation. The cetuximab acquired-resistant 

model was successfully established and demonstrated that the overexpression of the 

RhoA-mTOR-PIK3-AKT pathway and stem/mesenchymal phenotype are potentially 

novel biomarkers founded in cetuximab-resistance. Combining regimens between 

cetuximab and RhoA-mTOR-PIK3-AKT inhibitors appears to be an excellent strategy to 

overcome cetuximab resistance. The clinical benefit from these molecules' inhibitors 

should be evaluated in clinical trials, especially in a salvage setting with patients who 

have acquired resistance to cetuximab. 
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5.2 Cytotoxic potential of anti-EGFR combi-molecules in head and neck and 

colorectal cancer   

The molecular complexity of cancers and their resistance to anticancer drugs 

indicate that it is challenge to achieve desirable effects in advanced neoplasms using 

single drug approaches 133. Therefore, the multi-targeted concept appears as novel 

therapeutical approach that provides not only greater therapeutic benefits and 

improved safety, but also reduces the risk of drug resistance due the activation of 

compensatory signaling pathways 133, 134135. Within this context, Dr Jean-Claude, group 

at McGill University, developed a novel approach termed “combi-targeting” that 

sought to design compounds named as “combi-molecules” capable of inducing tandem 

blockade of two divergent biological targets (e.g., EGFR, PARP, MEK, and DNA). Since 

the studies of hybrid molecules in solids tumors are still scarce, herein, we performed 

a cytotoxic screening of three different combi-molecules: ZR2002, JS61 and JS84 

containing a quinazoline structure, that target EGFR, and a nitrogen (half-)mustard 

group, able to alkylate DNA against a panel of head and neck and colorectal cancer cell 

lines harboring different molecular profile, including EGFR expression.  

Our results indicated that the alkylating nitrogen mustard chlorambucil did not 

show great activity in the cells. The clinical EGFR inhibitor gefitinib was extremely 

potent in the sensitive cells (FaDu and Difi) as reported in the literature136, 137. 

Regarding the equimolar combinations, the IC50 values were quite equal to geftinib 

values alone. These results are in accordance with Rao et al, that described this same 

response profile for equimolar combinations between two different kinases inhibitors 

in vitro 138. Moreover, all combi-molecules exhibited dose-dependent cytotoxic effect 

in all cell lines analyzed. The combi-molecule ZR2002 showed superior activity when 

compared with gefitinib and chlorambucil alone or even between the equimolar 

combination of both  as previously reported in lung cancer139. Also, ZR2002 was the 

first type of combi molecule that it did not depend on hydrolysis to act on its targets, 

being classified as a "combi molecule type II"140. It means that, even with its structure 

intact, ZR2002 is able to bind to the ATP site of the EGFR and prevent its 

activation/phosphorylation and also add an alkyl group to the DNA, promoting the 
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formation of adducts and consequent DNA damage139 . The combi-molecules JS-84 and 

JS-61 are also classified as "combi-molecules type II”139. 

Regarding to EGFR signaling inhibition, all combi-molecules powerfully inhibited 

EGFR compared with the control, and variable results were observed in the 

downstream signaling. Inhibition of EGFR was associated with clear downregulation of 

the MAPK and AKT pathways in the head and neck cancer cells for all combi-molecule, 

mostly for ZR2002. However, in colorectal cancer cells EGFR inhibition lead to 

inhibition of downstream signaling just for ZR20002 and JS61 in DiFi cells and in MAPK 

inhibition only for JS61 and JS84 in HCT-15 cells. Taken together, the results suggest a 

possible contribution of EGFR signaling inhibition to the potency of the combi-

molecules in head and neck and colorectal cancer. Our results are in accordance with 

an previously work that demonstrated the design of hybrid drugs where tyrosine 

kinase inhibitors (TKI) were conjugated to classical platinum based drugs and 

demonstrated a strongly kinase inhibition and specificity141 and also with our 

previously work that demonstrated strongly EGFR inhibition against lung cancer139. 

Moreover, EGFR signaling inhibition caused by ZR2002 could be explain since ZR2002 it 

was classified previously as an irreversible inhibitor of EGFR140. 

ZR2002, JS84 and JS61 were reported to alkylated DNA and promote DNA 

damage in lung cancer 139. Similarly, our results demonstrated a strongly PARP 

cleavage and increased levels of phopho-H2AX meanly upon ZR2002 treatment in all 

cell lines analyzed indicated a strongly DNA damage potency in head and neck and 

colorectal cells. In this sense, Ma et al reported a interesting strategy for overcoming 

the platinum resistance of triple-negative breast cancer cell lines (TNBC) using hybrid 

drugs that corresponds to platinum complexes with chlorambucil. These compounds 

demonstrated higher cytotoxicity than cisplatin on MDA-MB-231 cells, apparently due 

to enhanced cellular uptake and increased DNA damaged142 . We also observed 

increased rates of late apoptosis by flow cytometry and cleaved caspase 3 upon 

ZR2002 treatment in all cell lines analyzed. Actually, ZR2002 have shown capable of 

inducing significant levels of cell death by apoptosis in MDA-MB-468 cells140. 

Additionally, Fu et al, also demonstrated higher apoptosis rates using pid–polymer 

hybrid nanoparticles containing cisplatin and afatinib in nasopharyngeal cells143. 
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Moreover, these same response profile were obtain in the combination between 

afatinib and cisplatin in head and neck cells due to afatinib-induced cell cycle arrest, 

which prevents the repair of cisplatin-induced DNA damage and promotes cell death 

by apoptosis144. 

Likewise, ZR2002 was able to significantly reduce the cell migration and the 

anchorage -colony formation in head and neck and colorectal cancer cells. Recently, it 

was reported that hybrid molecules that target HDAC and EGFR/HER2 pathway 

reduced cancer cell migration and the number of colonies in human breast cancer 

cells145. Our results suggest that although the monotherapy regimen has shown 

effective results in recent years, the multi-targeted concept emerged as a new rational 

therapeutical approach for cancer therapies. Targeting EGFR and DNA damage seems 

to be a novel therapeutical approach to head and neck and colorectal cancer that 

express high EGFR levels. 
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6.CONCLUSION  

Taken together, we can conclude that: 

 

- The model of cetuximab acquired resistance that was developed has been validated 

and represents an in vitro tool for analyzing molecular changes resulting from 

resistance to cetuximab. Preliminary analyzes revealed molecular alterations in 

important cellular functions and alterations in the gene expression of regulatory 

pathways of the processes of proliferation, invasion, and metastasis as mTOR and EMT. 

These findings will be validated in patients with head and neck cancer refractory to 

cetuximab. 

 

- The new therapeutic approach "combi-molecules", represented in this study by the 

irreversible inhibitors ZR2002 and JS61 and reversible JS84, demonstrated an efficient 

antineoplastic action in a panel of head and neck and colorectal cancer cell lines, 

surpassing the results obtained by the drugs alone or by the equimolar combination 

between them. These molecules also inhibit important processes in tumor progression, 

such as the ability to migrate and colony formation, as well as promoting cell death by 

apoptosis. Therefore, we conclude that the multi-target approach between EGFR 

inhibitors and alkylating agents can benefit patients with solid tumors. Therefore, the 

potential of hybrid molecules in solid tumors should be better explored from pre-

clinical in vivo trials. 
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7. PERSPECTIVES/ NEXT STEPS 

 

According to the results of this study, analyzes of the cetuximab resistance 

model indicated alterations in genes and intracellular pathways that represent 

candidates for resistance biomarkers. Furthermore, the development of the resistance 

model enables new experimental approaches. Moreover, our results demonstrated a 

potential therapeutic application of ZR2002 in the head and neck and colorectal cancer 

treatment. The findings found in this work will be validated, initially from in vivo 

experiments, to analyze the influence of the microenvironment in our resistance 

model and the tumor growth under ZR2002 treatment. Moreover, in our resistance 

model we founded an upregulation of mTOR signaling, the possibility of cetuximab 

resistance reversal will be also analyzed using mTOR inhibitors. 
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cancer cell lines 
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Abstract 

Cetuximab is the sole anti-EGFR monoclonal antibody FDA approved to treat head and 

neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC). However, no predictive biomarkers of 
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cetuximab response are known for HNSCC. Herein, we address the molecular 

mechanisms underlying cetuximab resistance in an in vitro model. We established a 

cetuximab resistant model (FaDu), using increased cetuximab concentrations for more 

than eight months. The resistance and parental cells were evaluated for cell viability, 

clonogenic, migration, and adhesion assays. The protein expression profile was 

analyzed by western blot and human cell surface panel by lyoplate. The mutational 

profile, karyotype analysis, and copy number alterations (CNA) were analyzed using 

whole-exome sequencing (WES) and the NanoString platform. FaDu resistant clones 

exhibited at least 2-fold higher IC50 compared to the parental cell line. WES showed 

relevant mutations in several cancer-related genes, and the comparative mRNA 

expression analysis showed 36 differentially expressed genes associated with EGFR 

tyrosine kinase inhibitors resistance, RAS, MAPK, and mTOR signaling. Importantly, we 

observed that overexpression of KRAS, RhoA, and CD44, as well as upregulation of 

epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) and stem cell mechanisms, were associated 

with cetuximab resistance. Protein analysis revealed EGFR phosphorylation inhibition 

and mTOR increase in resistant cells. Moreover, the resistant cell line demonstrated an 

aggressive phenotype with a significant increase in adhesion, the number of colonies, 

and migration rates. Overall, we identified several molecular alterations in the 

cetuximab resistant cell line that may constitute novel biomarkers of cetuximab 

response and indicate new strategies to overcome anti-EGFR resistance in HNSCC.  

Keywords: EGFR, Cetuximab, Drug resistance; Head and Neck tumors, biomarkers, in 

vitro, pre-clinical 
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a b s t r a c t

Over the past decade, we described a novel tumour targeted approach that sought to design “combi-
molecules” to hit two distinct targets in tumour cells. Here, to generate small combi-molecules with
strong DNA damaging potential while retaining EGFR inhibitory potency, we developed the first syn-
thetic strategy to access the 6-N, N-disubstituted quinazoline scaffold and designed JS61 to possess a
nitrogen mustard function directly attached to the 6-position of the quinazoline ring. We compared its
biological activity with that of structures containing either a hemi mustard or a non-alkylating sub-
stituent. Surprisingly, the results showed that JS61, while capable of inducing strong DNA damage,
exhibited moderate EGFR inhibitory potency. In contrast, “combi-molecules”with no bulky substituent at
the N-6 position (e.g. ZR2002 and JS84) showed stronger EGFR and growth inhibitory potency than JS61
in a panel of lung cancer cells. To rationalize these results, X-ray crystallography and molecular modeling
studies were undertaken, and the data obtained indicated that bulkiness of the 6-N,N-disubstituted
moieties hinder its binding to the ATP site and affects binding reversibility.

© 2020 Published by Elsevier Masson SAS.
1. Introduction

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is known to be
overexpressed in a wide variety of human cancers including non-
small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) for which this overexpression
has been associated with poor prognosis [1e4]. Significant ad-
vances in the biological understanding of EGFR expression and its
mutational status have led to the design of several inhibitors. A
large variety of first-class EGFR inhibitors have been developed
such as gefitinib (1), which has been used in advanced NSCLC pa-
tients (Fig. 1) [5e7]. However, acquired resistance to these
.J. Jean-Claude).

.

inhibitors is frequently developed, leading to the design of second
and third generation of EGFR inhibitors. These include afatinib (2)
(2nd generation) and osimertinib (3) (3rd generation) [8e10].
However, acquired resistance still arises rapidly, generally over a
period of 9e13 months [11e13].

Another approach to enhance the potency of EGFR inhibitor-
based treatment consists of its combination with cytotoxic
agents. Indeed, several studies showed that the combination of an
inhibitor of EGFR and a DNA damaging agent induced either addi-
tive or synergistic growth inhibitory effects [14]. However, one of
the major challenges of combination therapy is the risk of additive
toxicity associated with the deleterious effects of each individual
drug. To circumvent these problems, we developed a novel drug
design approach termed “combi-targeting” that seeks to reduce the
pharmacotoxicity of multiple antitumour mechanisms to that of a

mailto:bertrandj.jean-claude@mcgill.ca
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Fig. 1. Selected EGFR inhibitors 1e3, the nitrogen mustard chlorambucil 4 and the combi molecules ZR2002 (5) and 6 that target EGFR and DNA.
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single drug. The proof-of-concept of this approach has already been
confirmed in our laboratory [15e24]. We classified these “combi-
molecules” in different types according to their mechanism of ac-
tion. As depicted in Fig. 2, type I combi-molecule (EGFR-DNA) is
designed as a single agent that, intact, can act exclusively on EGFR.
Hydrolysis under physiological conditions allows the activation of
the second targeting arm and the subsequent release of both
bioactive species, whereupon they can act independently on both
their targets EGFR and DNA. Type II combi-molecules are systems
that cannot undergo hydrolysis and the single molecule can act
only on one of its respective targets. Finally, a type III combi-
molecule; AL776, has been designed which acts as a hybrid be-
tween type I and type II, but is not described here [25]. Regardless
of the combi-molecule type, these combi-molecules have shown
superior potency and/or reduced toxicity when compared with
traditional combinations that compose these molecules, indicating
Fig. 2. Type I combi-molecule can inhibit EGFR as an intact molecule (step 1) or can be hydro
The type II combi-molecule is capable of targeting either EGFR or DNA as one intact molecu
moiety and within the circle, “DNA”, the DNA damaging function.
the potential therapeutic benefit of the whole being greater than
the sum of its parts. However, the synthesis of multifunctional
molecular systems capable of reacting with or binding to the target,
and ultimately overcoming drug resistance is a real challenge.
Indeed, these systems must maintain strong binding affinity for
their desired targets, have sufficient solubility for biological appli-
cations and be of appropriate size for diffusion through the cell
membrane.

ZR2002 (5) was the first type II combi-molecule designed to
inhibit EGFR while inducing DNA damage through its 2-
chloroethylamino moiety (Fig. 1, compound 5) [23]. Previous
work on this molecule has shown that it can target either EGFR
with its inhibitory scaffold or DNA with its 2-chloroethyl function,
however a single molecule cannot effect both at the same time
(Fig. 2). We have recently achieved a key step in its pre-clinical
development by demonstrating that ZR2002 was able to increase
lyzed to release the twomoieties: an EGFR inhibitorþ a DNA damaging species (step 2).
le (steps 1 and 2). The word “EGFR” within the rectangle represents an EGFR inhibitory



Chart 1. Chemical structures of synthesized N-6-mono- and disubstituted analogues.

Scheme 2. One-step synthesis of ZR2002 from a 6-aminoquinazolinea
a Reagents and conditions: (a) 2-chloroacetaldehyde 50% in water, HCl, NaBH3CN,
MeOH, rt, overnight, 86%.
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overall survival of mice intracranially injected with glioblastoma
mesenchymal stem cells harboring temozolomide resistance [26].

In order to enhance the lipophilicity of the drug as well as DNA
alkylating potential, we designed and synthesized JS61 (Chart 1), a
type II combi-molecule carrying an additional chloroethyl group on
the nitrogen, leading to a highly reactive aromatic nitrogen
mustard moiety. We and others have already studied N-mustard-
quinazoline molecules (Fig. 1, compound 6) [21,27e29]. However,
these molecules were only achieved through coupling with a linker
between the nitrogen mustard and the quinazoline moieties.
Furthermore, the addition of a lipophilic chloroethyl group was
expected to enhance its lipophilicity without significantly
increasing its molecular weight (<500MW), a property that may be
attractive for penetration through the blood brain barrier and po-
tential indication for the therapy of advanced brain tumours.

Herein, for the first time, the synthesis and the biological ac-
tivity of the first prototype of 6,6-dialkylaminoquinazoline JS61, a
combi-molecule with a nitrogen mustard directly grafted on the
quinazoline scaffold, is described. Further, we challenged its ac-
tivity by replacing the chloroethyl group(s) with various non
alkylating moieties such as methyl (JS84), hydroxyethyl and ace-
toxyethyl (Chart 1) and compared their EGFR binding affinity and
growth inhibitory potencies with those of ZR2002. To rationalize
the results, we performed molecular modeling and X-ray diffrac-
tion analyses of the N-disubstituted combi-molecules JS61, JS84
and the N-monosubstituted ZR2002.
Scheme 1. Synthesis of Compound JS61aa Reagents and conditions: (a) Cs2CO3, DMSO, 100
110 �C, 1.5 h, 75%; (d) 3-bromoaniline, AcOH, 110 �C, 1 h, 4a (35%), 4b (16%) and 4c (40%);
2. Results and discussion

2.1. Chemistry

As previously reported, synthetic strategies involving direct
alkylation of the aminoquinazoline or formation of the unstable
chloroethyl triazeno-quinazoline to form ZR2002 were tedious
[22,30]. Herein, we describe for the first time a new synthetic
pathway that allows the facile synthesis of 6-N,N-disubstituted
aminoquinazoline in good yield. Although more recent generations
of EGFR inhibitors (e.g. osimertinib, Fig. 1, molecule 3) showed
unique potency against resistant EGFR mutants, we chose to
establish our model with the 1st generation of quinazoline
�C, overnight, 82%; (b) Fe, AcOH, EtOH/H2O, 100 �C, 2 h, 86%; (c) DMF-dimethylacetal,
(e) NaOH, MeOH, 3 h, quant. (f) POCl3, 110 �C, 2 h, 75%.



Table 1
Growth inhibition potency of the various analogues against lung cancer cells.

Compound R1 R2 IC50 (mM)a PC-9 A549

H1975

4a -OH -OH 18.05 ± 0.57 0.070 ± 0.012 46.65 ± 1.94
4b -OAc -OAc 20.25 ± 1.94 0.130 ± 0.020 52.61 ± 3.24
4c -OH -OAc 16.03 ± 0.92 0.086 ± 0.013 48.03 ± 1.08
JS61 -Cl -Cl 6.07 ± 0.81 0.203 ± 0.049 6.51 ± 1.51
9a -OH / 11.31 ± 1.58 0.103 ± 0.022 34.54 ± 3.01
9b -OAc / 9.40 ± 1.99 0.098 ± 0.019 30.50 ± 1.57
JS84 -Cl / 2.81 ± 0.45 0.210 ± 0.050 3.16 ± 0.51
ZR2002 0.48 ± 0.03 0.090 ± 0.020 2.06 ± 0.29
Gefitinib 4.81 ± 0.58 0.017 ± 0.002 15.79 ± 0.70
Chlorambucil 28.16 ± 2.06 7.170 ± 0.430 24.47 ± 1.28
Chlorambucil þ Gefitinibb 5.98 ± 1.26 0.017 ± 0.002 12.65 ± 0.90

a Values represent means and SEM from three independent experiments.
b Equimolar combination of chlorambucil and gefitinib.
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inhibitor due to its low molecular weight that allowed us to keep a
cell penetrable size of the combi-molecule. Furthermore, the EGFR
targeting DNA damaging combi-molecules with their unique
properties put them in a separate class from traditional clinical
inhibitors, targeting EGFR exclusively. According to previous work,
this structure is highly tolerant of bulky substituents at the N-6
position since the latter is located at the entrance of the ATP
binding pocket of the receptor [25,31]. In the past, we and others
Fig. 3. Inhibition of EGFR signaling by chlorambucil and quinazoline-based compounds in a
and followed by EGF (50 ng/mL) stimulation. CTR: Control, GEF: gefitinib, CLBC: chlorambu
showed that the 30-bromo-substituent was more effective than its
methyl and chloro counterparts [22,32]. Therefore, we chose to
focus the study on 30-bromo analogues exclusively. As mentioned
earlier, direct alkylation of aminoquinazoline is challenging and our
previously described method involving the metastable tri-
azenoquinazoline does not lend itself to the synthesis of disubsti-
tuted amino analogues. Therefore, we designed a total synthesis
starting from the construction of the quinazoline ring. Briefly, as
) PC-9, b) A549 and c) H1975 cell lines. The cells were treated with 1 and 10 mM for 2 h
cil.
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depicted in Schemes 1 and 2, commercially available 5-fluoro-2-
nitrobenzonitrile was treated with diethanolamine in DMSO in
the presence of Cs2CO3 to give 1, the nitro group of which was
reduced in an iron-catalyzed reaction to afford 2. Compound 2 was
subsequently condensedwith DMF-dimethyl acetal to give amidine
3, which was cyclized in the presence of 3-bromoaniline under
reflux in acetic acid to afford a mixture of acetylated and hydrox-
yethyl compounds (Scheme 1). Separation of the mixture with
several silica gel column purifications led to compounds 4a-c as
pure yellow powders. The acetate function(s) from compounds 4b
and 4cwere deprotected in a mixture of NaOH inmethanol, leading
to compound 4a in quantitative yield. Finally, chlorination of
compound 4a under reflux in POCl3 for 2 h gave the desired combi-
molecule JS61 in 75% yield. The structure of JS61 was confirmed by
1H, 13C NMR, high-resolution mass spectrometry and X-ray
crystallography.

The methyl group of JS84was introduced in a similar fashion, as
depicted in Supporting Information (Fig. S1) and its structure
confirmed by 1H, 13C NMR, high-resolution mass spectrometry and
X-ray crystallography. Previous work toward the synthesis of
ZR2002 using the formation of a triazene intermediate led to a
complex mixture of compounds that require tedious purifications,
leading to low yield (27%) [22]. Therefore we revised the synthesis
using a reductive amination approach as shown in Scheme 2.
Briefly, RB10 obtained from a previously described method [32]
was stirred overnight in a mixture of 2-chloroacetaldehyde and
NaBH3CN to afford ZR2002 in good yield (84%).

2.2. Biological evaluation

As EGFR inhibitors are indicated for lung cancer, we chose to
evaluate the biological response and mechanisms of action of our
compounds in a panel of lung cancer cell lines harboring wild type
and mutant forms of EGFR (Table 1). The cell lines PC-9 (EGFR
mutant, KRAS wildtype, gefitinib sensitive), A549 (EGFR wildtype,
KRAS mutant, gefitinib resistant) and H1975 (EGFR mutations
L858R/T790 M, KRAS wildtype, gefitinib resistant) were used
[33,34]. In our panel, the strong alkylating nitrogen mustard
chlorambucil was moderately active. The clinical EGFR inhibitor
gefitinib was extremely potent in the PC9 sensitive cells
(IC50 ¼ 17 nM) and moderately active in H1975 and A549 as re-
ported in the literature [35,36]. For all the EGFR targeting mole-
cules, the IC50 values in PC9 cells were in the sub-micromolar range
(IC50 < 0.21 mM), independent of groups R1 and R2. In this cell line,
none of our combi-molecules showed superior activity when
compared with gefitinib. However, in the resistant and wild type
cells (H1975 and A549), ZR2002 and the disubstituted JS84 showed
2- to 10-fold stronger potency than gefitinib and the
gefitinib þ chlorambucil combination. Finally, the mustard-linked
analogue JS61 showed superior potency when compared with
gefitinib or gefitinib þ chlorambucil in only one cell line (A549).

To determinewhether the haloalkyl group presents a cell-killing
advantage, we compared the ethylhydroxy and the ethyl acetate
analogues against their chloro counterparts. The results showed
that all the chloroalkyl compounds, including JS84 and JS61, were
3- to 11-fold more potent than their hydroxy/acetate counterparts
4a-c, 9a and 9b, suggesting that their alkylating functions
contributed to their biological activity. Interestingly, despite the
strong alkylating potency of the mustard group grafted onto JS61, it
was less potent than its two half-mustard carrying counterparts,
combi-molecules JS84 and ZR2002.

In order to infer on the role of EGFR inhibition on cellular
response to the various analogues, we characterized the EGFR
pathways following exposure to ZR2002, JS84 and JS61 in com-
parisonwith gefitinib and chlorambucil (Fig. 3). In mutant PC9 cells
and wild type expressing A549 cells, all quinazoline-based com-
pounds strongly inhibited EGFR (Fig. 3a and b). By contrast, in the
resistant cell line H1975, only JS61 was able to block EGFR phos-
phorylation (Fig. 3c). As expected, chlorambucil did not inhibit
EGFR phosphorylation.

Regarding downstream signaling, the effect varied between cell
lines. Inhibition of EGFR was associated with clear downregulation
of the MAPK and Akt pathways in the wild type expressing cells
A549 and moderately in PC9 cells for all quinazoline-based com-
pounds. Strikingly, inhibition of EGFR phosphorylation by JS61, the
only compound capable of inhibiting EGFR in H1975 cell line did
not translate into blockade of downstream signaling. The results
suggest a possible contribution of EGFR signaling inhibition to the
potency of the combi-molecules in A549 cells and PC9. For the
resistant H1975 cells, cell killing by all the compounds may be
mediated through mechanisms other than EGFR inhibition.

2.3. DNA damaging potential

2.3.1. In vitro alkylation
Nitrogen-mustards are known to react mainly with the N7 po-

sition of guanine and the N3 position of adenine in DNA through the
formation of a reactive aziridinium ion [37]. To assess the DNA
damaging potential of the combi-molecules, we first evaluated the
reactivity of ZR2002, JS84 and JS61 in vitro using a direct chemical
reaction with calf thymus DNA under physiological conditions
(Scheme 3) [38].

As depicted in the LC-HRMS profile (Fig. 4), the hydrolytic
compound ZR2002OH was found for the reaction of ZR2002 with
calf thymus DNA, resulting perhaps from the hydrolysis of the
aziridinium ion intermediate. This hydrolytic compound was
equally found for both JS84 and JS61 (see Supporting Information).

Importantly, we detected the guanine and the adenine alkylated
adducts ZR2002N7Guanine and ZR2002N3Adenine, indicating
that ZR2002 indeed has DNA alkylating potential. The depurination
observed for the different products has previously been reported,
resulting from the instability of the purine following alkylation
[39]. Again, these adducts were equally observed for JS84 and JS61,
indicating the presence of DNA alkylating potential as well.
Although JS61 has been designed to be capable of performing cross-
links, the observation of the double alkylation product was not
observed, possibly due to an undetectable concentration of this
adduct in the reaction mixture.

2.3.2. Whole cell alkaline Comet Assay
To assess the DNA damaging potential of the molecules in cells,

the whole cell alkaline Comet assay was used [23]. We selected
A549 in which blockade of EGFR led to clear inhibition of down-
stream signaling and where all combi-molecules showed a net
difference when compared to the corresponding 2-drug combina-
tions (Fig. 5). As expected, gefitinib did not induce DNA damage
[40]. By contrast, all the hemi and full mustard compounds induced
significant DNA damage at concentrations in the range of IC50
values for growth inhibition, indicating a potential contribution of
DNA damage to the overall growth inhibitory activity. Importantly,
JS61 was able to induce more damage than its hemi-mustard
counterparts and chlorambucil, indicating that our approach has
indeed led to a combi-molecule with enhanced DNA damaging
potential.

2.4. Reversibility of EGFR inhibitory potency

2.4.1. Reversible binding
We first evaluated EGFR inhibitory potency of JS61 in a kinase

assay as shown in Table 2. Surprisingly, its activity was in the



Scheme 3. Reaction of combi-molecules ZR2002, JS84 and JS61 with calf thymus DNA under physiological conditions and corresponding products observed by LC-HRMS.
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micromolar range, indicating a 2-fold weaker potency than JS84
and 100-fold less than themono-substituted ZR2002. Likewise, in a
kinase profiling assay involving multiple mutant forms of EGFR,
ZR2002 collectively exhibited stronger inhibitory potency than its
di-substituted counterpart JS61 (see Supporting Information).

In order to understand the differences between the EGFR
inhibitory activity of ZR2002, JS61 and JS84, we performed a mo-
lecular modeling study using MOE software. In Fig. 5, the unbound
ligand conformational ensembles of ZR2002 (green), JS61 (orange)
and JS84 (cyan) are superimposed on their quinazoline cores and
the ensembles are shown both free in space and overlaid in the
EGFR binding pocket (PDB code 2ITY). The ensembles overlaid in
the EGFR pocket clearly show that all the ligands exhibit some
conformations that penetrate the Van Der Waals (VDW) binding
surface and thus would clash with the EGFR pocket. Further visual
comparison suggests that a higher proportion of the JS61 confor-
mational ensembles would clash with the binding pocket as
compared to the ZR2002 or JS84 ensembles. This may suggest that
the loss of EGFR activity of JS61 as compared with ZR2002 arises
from a decrease in the amount of co-planarity between the qui-
nazoline ring and the 6-position substituent. Compounds ZR2002
and JS84 both have a small substituent on the N- at position 6 (-H
and eCH3 respectively) which allows for low-energy in-plane
Fig. 4. Observed ion extracted chromatograms for the reaction of ZR2002 with calf thym
conformations of the chloroethyl group, which easily fit into the
EGFR binding pocket. In contrast, the N-substituents in JS61 are
both large chloroethyl groups and consequently do not allow for
low-energy in-plane conformations. As a result, compound JS61
binds more poorly than ZR2002 or JS84 to EGFR because it expe-
riences more conformational restriction upon binding (Fig. 6).
2.4.2. Irreversible inhibition
Previous work with ZR2002 demonstrated that it is an irre-

versible inhibitor of EGFR. This property was presumed to arise
from the ability of its chloroethyl moiety to alkylate the thiol group
of the cysteine 773 residue in the ATP binding site of EGFR [23].
Thus, the addition of a chloroethyl group that led to JS61 prompted
us to investigate the reversibility of the latter compound. Thus, a
washout western blot experiment was performed to evaluate the
recovery of the EGFR phosphorylation in A549 (Fig. 7). This assay
was performed as described previously [24,41]. In the washout
experiments, cells werewashedwith drug-freemedia several times
after 2h incubation. ZR2002 and JS61 were able to sustain the in-
hibition after washout, indicating irreversible binding of these
compounds to EGFR. Surprisingly, the activity of JS84 was not,
despite its chloroethyl group, indicating a reversible binding
mechanism. To rationalize this result, we crystallized and solved
us DNA in potassium phosphate buffer, pH ¼ 6.85 (10% DMSO) at 37 �C for 5 days.



Fig. 5. a) Photographic representations of comets induced by chlorambucil, gefitinib,
ZR2002, JS84 and JS61 at 0.1 mM in A549 cells with 2 h of treatment. b) Quantitative
analysis of comet tails induced at 0.1 mM, 1 mM and 10 mM in A549 cells with 2 h of
treatment.

Table 2
EGFR binding assay.

Compound IC50 (mM)

Gefitinib 0.031
ZR2002 [23] 0.010
JS84 0.504
JS61 1.257
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the crystal structures of the three compounds ZR2002, JS84 and
JS61 (Fig. 8). Given that the mechanism of irreversibility is based on
the positioning of the chloroethyl group with respect to the
cysteine residue of the ATP binding pocket of EGFR, attention was
focused on the orientation of the latter group in the crystal struc-
ture. Interestingly, each of these three compounds assumes a
distinct conformation (Fig. 9). One of the chloroethyl group of JS61
adopted an orientation similar to that of ZR2002. By contrast, in
JS84, the chloroethyl group is pointed in an opposite direction
when compared with the other two structures.

To explain why ZR2002 and JS61 can form a covalent bond with
EGFR while JS84 does not, PDB crystal structures of EGFR inhibitors
covalently bound to Cys773 (PDB codes 2J5E, 2J5F, 4LQM and 4LRM)
were used to examine the conformations of the reactive side chain
covalently bound to Cys773. Overlaying the four PDB complexes on
the hinge residues (Fig. 10) shows that all the reactive chains adopt
an orientation pointing towards the reactive Cys773 residue, with a
C6eC7eNeC torsion angle< ±90�. Molecularmodelingwas used to
create in-situ models of complexes where the reactive chain is
pointing away from Cys773. These models suggest that ligand
conformations where the reactive chain is pointing away from
Cys773 (C6eC7eNeC torsion angle > ±90�) are far less likely to
react with Cys773 than ligand positions where the reactive tail
points towards Cys773 (C6eC7eNeC torsion angle < ±90�). Thus,
ligands where the reactive chain points towards Cys773
(C6eC7eNeC torsion angle < ±90�) can react with Cys773 and bind
irreversibly, whereas ligand poses where the reactive chain points
away from Cys773 (C6eC7eNeC torsion angle > ±90�) cannot react
with Cys773, and only bind reversibly.

The small-molecule crystal structures of ZR2002, JS61 and JS84
were compared with the conformations of the covalently bound
EGFR inhibitors. The X-ray structures of ZR2002 and JS84 were
overlaid on the quinazoline core of the 2J5F ligand (Fig. 11). The
overlay of ZR2002 with 2J5F (Fig. 11A, magenta structure) shows
that it can adopt the critical conformation required for the reaction
with Cys773; the reactive chain points towards Cys773 in a manner
similar to the X-ray ligand and the C6eC7eNeC torsion angle is <
±90�. By contrast, the overlay of JS84 with 2J5F (Fig. 11B, orange
structure) shows the reactive chain pointing away from Cys773
with a C6eC7eNeC torsion angle > ±90; this is the incorrect
orientation for reaction with Cys773. Thus, if we assume the X-ray
conformations of ZR2002 and JS84 are representative of their so-
lution phase conformational preferences, the lack of irreversible
binding exhibited by JS84 can be explained via conformational
biasing in JS84 which prevents the reactive chain from adopting a
conformation conducive for reaction with Cys773. The presence of
the additional methyl group in JS84 appears to lock the reactive
chain into an orientation unfavorable for reaction with Cys773. The
compound JS61 is an irreversible binder because it has two chlor-
oalkyl groups, and at least one of these chloroalkyl groups will
point towards Cys773 and react with it regardless.

3. Conclusion

The purpose of this study was primarily to determine the effect
of adding a second 2-chloroethyl substituent moiety on the potency
of the type II combi-molecule of the aminoquinazoline class. The
study conclusively demonstrated that the formation of a mustard
directly grafted onto the quinazoline moiety, while increasing DNA
damaging potential, affected the EGFR targeting potency in a rather
complex way. Indeed, JS61 was shown to be more potent in the
Comet assay, whereas its potency was not recapitulated regarding
growth inhibition when compared with hemi-mustard combi-
molecules JS84 and ZR2002. This may be explained by its moderate
EGFR inhibitory potency, which in contrast to its hemi-mustard
counterparts, is not strong enough to synergize with its DNA
damaging function. Accordingly, chlorambucil that does not
possess an EGFR inhibitory moiety, is less potent than JS61; its
mustard quinazoline counterpart. Furthermore, in contrast to JS84,
JS61 is capable of maintaining an irreversible mechanism of action
due to the ability of at least one of the two chloroethyl moieties to
adopt the reactive conformation. Finally, it is important to mention
that acute toxicity studies showed that despite its strong DNA
damaging potential, JS61 (MTD: 150 mg/kg, see Supporting Infor-
mation) was as well tolerated as its hemi-mustard counterparts
JS84 (MTD 150 mg/kg) and ZR2002 (MTD 150 mg/kg) [26], which
warrants further in vivo studies.

4. Experimental section

4.1. General procedures

All chemicals were of the best commercially available grade and



Fig. 6. Conformation ensembles of ZR2002, JS84, JS61 in the EGFR ATP binding pocket. Conformational ensembles of ZR2002, JS84 and JS61 superimposed on their anilinoqui-
nazoline cores are shown in free-space and overlaid in the EGFR binding pocket (PDB code 2ITY). The VDW interaction surfaces drawn around the binding pockets indicate the onset
of steric clash. These VDW surfaces are colored yellow and white to indicate pocket regions formed by backbone and sidechain atoms respectively. Conformations that penetrate the
interaction VDW surface would clash with the EGFR pocket. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this
article.)
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used without further purification. All chemicals were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich excepted for the starting material 5-fluoro-2-
nitrobenzonitrile purchased from ArkPharm. Anhydrous solvents
were purchased from Aldrich Chemicals. The conversion of starting
materials was monitored by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) using
silica gel plates (silica gel 60 F254 and visualization when required
was achieved using UV light (254 and 365 nm). Column chroma-
tography was performed with silica (Aldrich 60, 230e400 mesh).
NMR spectra were recorded at the ambient probe temperature
using Bruker 400 spectrometers. Chemical shifts are quoted as
parts per million (ppm) relative to the residual peak of solvent and
Fig. 7. Reversibility of EGFR phosphorylation of all compounds in A549 cell line by Western
immunodetected using anti-phospho EGFR antibody. In (b), reversibility was assessed by ce
2 h. Thereafter, this sequence was repeated three times prior to EGF stimulation.
coupling constants (J) are quoted in Hertz (Hz). Where assignments
of 1H NMR spectra are given, they have been unambiguously
established via COSY and HSQC experiments. In the assignments,
the chemical shift (in ppm) is given first, followed, in brackets, by
the multiplicity of the signal (s: singlet, d: doublet, t: triplet, m:
multiplet, br s: broad signal), the value of the coupling constants in
hertz if applicable, the number of protons implied, and finally the
assignment. Mass spectra were obtained by using an Amazon
spectrometer (ES-MS) and a Q-TOF Impact II instrument with in-
ternal calibration. RB10 has been synthesized according to a pre-
vious publication [32].
Blot. In (a), cells were treated with 2 mM of each compound for 2 h, EGF-stimulated and
ll treatment with drug for 2 h, removing and replacing with serum free medium every



Fig. 8. X-ray structures of compound ZR2002 (left), JS84 (middle) and JS61 (right), as presented in the asymmetric units.

Fig. 9. Superimposition of the three crystal structures of ZR2002 (green), JS61 (red)
and JS84 (blue). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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4.1.1. 5-(bis(2-hydroxyethyl)amino)-2-nitrobenzonitrile (1)
5-fluoro-2-nitrobenzonitrile (1 equiv, 500 mg, 3.01 mmol),

diethanolamine (1.2 equiv, 380 mg, 3.61 mmol) and Cs2CO3 (1.2
equiv, 1.18 g, 3.61 mmol) were combined in DMSO (6 mL) and the
reaction mixture was stirred at 100 �C overnight. The solution was
cooled to room temperature, EtOAc (250 mL) was added and the
solutionwas washed with a saturated NaHCO3 solution (3� 75 mL)
and brine solution (1 � 75 mL). The organic layer was dried over
Na2SO4, filtered and evaporated to dryness. The product was pu-
rified by silica gel column chromatography (DCM/MeOH 5%) to
afford compound 1 as an orange solid in 82% yield (620 mg). 1H
Fig. 10. Overlay of PDB complexes 2J5E, 2J5F, 4LQM and 4LRM show that the reactive
angle < ±90�). Reactive chain orientations pointing away from Cys773 (C6eC7eNeC torsio
NMR (DMSO‑d6, 400 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 8.13 (d, J2 ¼ 9.7 Hz, 1H, H2),
7.34 (d, J1 ¼ 2.9 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.08 (dd, J1 ¼ 2.9 Hz, J2 ¼ 9.7 Hz, 1H, H1),
4.88 (s, 2H, H6), 3.61 (s, 8H, H4, H5). 13C NMR (DMSO‑d6, 100 MHz,
298K): d ¼ 152.81, 134.09, 127.78, 117.74, 114.08, 108.95, 99.49,
58.00, 53.04 ppm. ES-MS (ESI): m/z (%) 274.19 (100) [MþNa]þ
4.1.2. 2-Amino-5-(bis(2-hydroxyethyl)amino)benzonitrile (2)
Compound 1 (1 equiv, 620 mg, 2.47 mmol) was suspended in

aqueous EtOH (70 mL)/Water (30 mL). Iron (7 equiv, 965 mg,
17.27 mmol) and CH3COOH (14 equiv, 1.98 mL, 34.58 mmol) were
added and the reaction was stirred at 100 �C for 2 h. The solution
was cooled to room temperature and EtOH was evaporated under
reduced pressure. EtOAc (100 mL) and saturated NaHCO3 solution
(100mL) were added. The aqueous phase was extracted with EtOAc
(3 � 100 mL) and the combined organic layer was dried over
Na2SO4, filtered and evaporated to dryness. Good product was
obtained as an orange solid in 86% yield (470 mg) and was used
without any further purification. 1H NMR (DMSO‑d6, 400 MHz,
298K): d ¼ 6.89 (dd, J1 ¼ 2.9 Hz, J2 ¼ 9.0 Hz, 1H, H1), 6.71 (d,
J2 ¼ 9.0 Hz, 1H, H2), 6.65 (d, J1 ¼ 3.1 Hz, 1H, H4), 5.18 (br s, 2H, H3),
4.65 (t, J ¼ 5.5 Hz, 2H, H7), 3.46 (q, J ¼ 6.2 Hz, 4H, H6), 3.27 (t,
J¼ 6.2 Hz, 4H, H5). 13C NMR (DMSO‑d6, 100 MHz, 298K): d¼ 142.69,
139.76,120.65,118.74,117.11,113.53, 94.64, 58.33, 53.67 ppm. ES-MS
(ESI): m/z (%) 222.06 (100) [MþH]þ
sidechain adopts an orientation pointing towards the Cys773 (C6eC7eNeC torsion
n angle > ±90�) are far less favorable for reaction.



Fig. 11. Small molecule crystal structures of ZR2002 (A, magenta) and JS84 (B, orange) overlaid on the quinazoline core of the covalently bound ligand in PDB code 2J5F (grey) (A)
The x-ray conformation of the ZR2002 chloroalkyl sidechain allows for reaction with Cys773. (B) The x-ray conformation of the JS84 chloroalkyl sidechain does not allow for
reaction with Cys773. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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4.1.3. (E)-N’-(4-(bis(2-hydroxyethyl)amino)-2-cyanophenyl)-N,N-
dimethylformimidamide (3)

Compound 2 (292 mg, 1.32 mmol) was suspended in DMF-
Dimethylacetal (5 mL) and the reaction was stirred at 110 �C for
2 h. DMF-Dimethylacetal was then evaporated and the product was
purified by silica gel column chromatography eluted with a
gradient (DCM/MeOH 2%e8%) to afford compound 3 as a yellow
solid in 75% yield (274 mg). 1H NMR (DMSO‑d6, 400 MHz, 298K):
d¼ 7.77 (s, 1H, H3), 6.97 (d, J2 ¼ 9.0 Hz, 1H, H2), 6.90 (dd, J1 ¼3.1 Hz,
J2¼ 9.0 Hz,1H, H1), 6.82 (d, J¼ 2.9 Hz,1H, H6), 4.72 (t, J¼ 5.5 Hz, 2H,
H9), 3.50 (q, J ¼ 6.4 Hz, 4H, H8), 3.37 (t, J ¼ 6.1 Hz, 4H, H7), 3.01 (s,
3H, H4 or H5), 2.93 (s, 3H, H4 or H5). 13C NMR (DMSO‑d6, 100 MHz,
298K): d ¼ 153.42, 144.10, 143.32, 119.77, 119.26, 117.87, 113.91,
106.09, 58.14, 53.25. ppm. ES-MS (ESI):m/z (%) 277.15 (100) [MþH]þ

Synthesis of compounds 4a, 4b and 4c. Compound 3 (1 equiv,
274 mg, 0.99 mmol) and 3-bromoaniline (1.1 equiv, 119 mL,
1.09 mmol) were solubilized in CH3COOH (2 mL) and the reaction
was stirred at 120 �C for 1 h. The solvent was evaporated, and the
residue was purified by silica gel column chromatography eluted
with a gradient (DCM/MeOH 4%e8%) to afford compounds 4a, 4b
and 4c as yellow solids in respectively 35% (139 mg), 16% (75 mg)
and 40% (175 mg) yield.
4.1.4. 2,2’-((4-((3-bromophenyl)amino)quinazolin-6-yl)azanediyl)
bis(ethan-1-ol) (4a)

1H NMR (DMSO‑d6, 400 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 9.45 (s, 1H, H4), 8.36 (s,
1H, H3), 8.09 (t, J¼ 1.8 Hz,1H, H5), 7.87 (d, J¼ 7.9 Hz,1H, H8), 7.62 (d,
J ¼ 9.3 Hz, 1H, H2), 7.47 (dd, J1 ¼ 2.4 Hz, J2 ¼ 9.3 Hz, 1H, H1), 7.36 (t,
J ¼ 7.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 7.31 (d, J ¼ 2.4 Hz, 1H, H9), 7.28 (d, J ¼ 7.9 Hz, 1H,
H6), 4.79 (br m, 2H, H12), 3.63 (br s, 8H, H10, H11). 13C NMR
(DMSO‑d6, 100 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 52.99, 58.20, 98.86, 103.10, 121.14,
124.48, 125.67, 128.70, 130.27, 141.34, 141.91, 146.80, 149.70,
155.74 ppm. HR-MS (ESI):m/z calculated for C18H19BrN4O2 [MþH]þ

403.0764. Found: [MþH]þ 403.0773.
4.1.5. ((4-((3-bromophenyl)amino)quinazolin-6-yl)azanediyl)
bis(ethane-2,1-diyl) diacetate (4b)

1H NMR (DMSO‑d6, 400 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 9.43 (s, 1H, H4), 8.41 (s,
1H, H3), 8.13 (t, J¼ 2.0 Hz,1H, H5), 7.88 (d, J¼ 8.1 Hz,1H, H8), 7.67 (d,
J ¼ 9.3 Hz, 1H, H2) 7.55 (dd, J1 ¼ 2.4 Hz, J2 ¼ 9.3 Hz, 1H, H1), 7.41 (d,
J ¼ 2.3 Hz, 1H, H9),7.37 (t, J ¼ 8.1 Hz, 1H, H7), 7.30 (d, J ¼ 7.5 Hz, 1H,
H6), 4.25 (t, J ¼ 5.7 Hz, 4H, H11), 3.80 (t, J ¼ 5.7 Hz, 4H, H10), 1.99 (s,
6H, H12). 13C NMR (DMSO‑d6, 100 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 170.43, 155.86,
150.30, 145.95, 142.42, 141.20, 130.34, 128.90, 125.77, 124.41, 121.02,
116.16, 99.85, 61.11, 49.02, 20.69 ppm. HR-MS (ESI): m/z calculated
for C22H23BrN4O2 [MþH]þ 487.0986. Found: [MþH]þ 487.0975.

4.1.6. 2-((4-((3-bromophenyl)amino)quinazolin-6-yl) (2-
hydroxyethyl)amino)ethyl acetate (4c)

1H NMR (DMSO‑d6, 400 MHz, 298K): d¼ 9.43 (s, 1H, H4), 8.39 (s,
1H, H3), 8.12 (t, J ¼ 2.0 Hz, 1H, H5), 7.86e7.89 (m, 1H, H8), 7.64 (d,
J ¼ 9.3 Hz, 1H, H2), 7.51 (dd, J1 ¼ 2.7 Hz, J2 ¼ 9.3 Hz, 1H, H1),
7.34e7.38 (m, 2H, H7), 7.28e7.30 (m, 1H, H6), 4.76 (br s, 1H, H12),
4.26 (t, J¼ 6.0 Hz, 2H, H14), 3.81 (t, J¼ 6.0 Hz, 2H, H13), 3.62 (br s, 4H,
H10, H11), 2.00 (s, 3H, H15). 13C NMR (DMSO‑d6, 100 MHz, 298K):
d ¼ 170.45,155.77, 149.99, 146.38, 142.15, 141.26, 130.30, 128.80,
125.70, 124.41, 121.04, 116.26, 99.28, 61.07, 58.19, 52.76, 21.11,
20.73 ppm. HR-MS (ESI): m/z calculated for C20H21BrN4O3 [MþH]þ

445.0870. Found: [MþH]þ 445.0877.

4.1.7. N4-(3-bromophenyl)-N6,N6-bis(2-chloroethyl)quinazoline-
4,6-diamine (JS61)

Compound 4a (50 mg, 124 mmol) was solubilized in POCl3
(0.5 mL) and the reaction mixture was heated to reflux (110 �C) for
2 h. The solvent was evaporated, and the product was purified by
silica gel column chromatography eluted with a gradient (DCM/
MeOH 1%e4%) to afford a yellow solid whichwas dissolved in EtOH.
Dry K2CO3 was then added until the pH turned basic (colorless
solution). The solution was then filtered, and the solvent evapo-
rated to afford a yellow solid which was triturated several times
with water. The solid was then dissolved in DCM and the organic
solution was dried over Na2SO4, filtered and evaporated to afford
JS61 as a yellow solid in 75% yield (41 mg). 1H NMR (DMSO‑d6,
400MHz, 298K): d¼ 9.64 (s,1H, H4), 8.44 (s,1H, H3), 8.09 (s,1H, H5),
7.84 (d, J ¼ 7.6 Hz, 1H, H8), 7.69 (d, J ¼ 9.3 Hz, 1H, H2), 7.54 (dd,
J1 ¼ 2.3 Hz, J2 ¼ 9.3 Hz, 1H, H1), 7.46 (d, J ¼ 2.4 Hz, 1H, H9), 7.38 (t,
J ¼ 7.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 7.32 (d, J ¼ 7.8 Hz, 1H, H6), 3.95 (t, 4H, J ¼ 6.4 Hz
H10 or H11), 3.84 (t, J ¼ 6.2 Hz, 4H, H10 or H11). 13C NMR (DMSO‑d6,
100 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 156.01, 150.59, 145.13, 142.76, 141.14, 130.31,
129.14, 125.84, 124.56, 121.30, 121.20, 121.08, 116.20, 100.52, 51.90,
41.35 ppm. HR-MS (ESI): m/z calculated for C18H17BrCl2N4 [MþH]þ

439.0086. Found: [MþH]þ 439.0088.

4.1.8. 5-((2-hydroxyethyl) (methyl)amino)-2-nitrobenzonitrile (6)
5-fluoro-2-nitrobenzonitrile (1 equiv, 100 mg, 602 mmol), 2-

methylamine ethanol (1.20 equiv, 55 mg, 723 mmol) and Cs2CO3
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(1.20 equiv, 235 mg, 723 mmol) were combined in DMSO (2 mL) and
the reaction mixture was stirred at 100 �C overnight. The solution
was cooled to room temperature, EtOAc (50 mL) was added and the
organic layer was washedwith a saturated NaHCO3 solution (3� 15
mL) and brine solution (1 � 15 mL). The organic layer was dried
over Na2SO4, filtered and evaporated to dryness. The residue was
purified by silica gel column chromatography (DCM/MeOH 3%) to
afford compound 6 as an orange solid in 91% yield (121 mg). 1H
NMR (DMSO‑d6, 400 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 8.16 (d, J ¼ 9.7 Hz, 1H, H2),
7.31 (d, J ¼ 2.9 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.04 (dd, J1 ¼ 2.9 Hz, J2 ¼ 9.7 Hz, 1H, H1),
4.82e4.85 (m, 1H, H6), 3.60e3.61 (m, 4H, H4eH5), 3.12 (s, 3H, H7).
13C NMR (DMSO‑d6, 100 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 127.79, 117.57, 113.90,
108.92, 58.18, 54.06 ppm. ES-MS (ESI): m/z (%) 244.01 (100)
[MþNa]þ

4.1.9. 2-Amino-5-((2-hydroxyethyl) (methyl)amino)benzonitrile (7)
Compound 6 (1 equiv, 121 mg, 547 mmol) was suspended in

aqueous EtOH (7 mL)/Water (3 mL). Iron (6.4 equiv, 196 mg,
3.51 mmol) and CH3COOH (14 equiv, 438 mL, 7.66 mmol) were
added and the reaction was stirred at 100 �C for 2 h. The solution
was cooled to room temperature and EtOH was evaporated under
reduced pressure. EtOAc (10 mL) and saturated NaHCO3 solution
(10 mL) were added. The aqueous phase was extracted with EtOAc
(3� 10mL) and the combined organic layer was dried over Na2SO4,
filtered and evaporated to dryness. Good product was obtained as
an orange solid in 98% yield (103 mg) and was used without any
further purification. 1H NMR (DMSO‑d6, 400 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 6.93
(dd, J1 ¼ 2.9 Hz, J2 ¼ 9.0 Hz, 1H, H1), 6.73 (d, J ¼ 9.0 Hz, 1H, H2), 6.66
(d, J ¼ 2.7 Hz, 1H, H4), 5.29 (br s, 2H, H3), 4.59 (br s, 1H, H7), 3.48 (t,
J ¼ 6.2 Hz, 2H, H6), 3.22 (t, J ¼ 6.2 Hz, 2H, H5), 2.79 (s, 3H, H8). 13C
NMR (DMSO‑d6, 100 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 143.28, 141.09, 121.36, 118.69,
117.03, 114.11, 94.41, 58.09, 55.34 ppm. ES-MS (ESI): m/z (%) 192.03
(100) [MþH]þ

4.1.10. (E)-N’-(2-cyano-4-((2-hydroxyethyl) (methyl)amino)
phenyl)-N,N-dimethylformimidamide (8)

Compound 7 (103 mg, 539 mmol) was suspended in DMF-
Dimethylacetal (2 mL) and the reaction was stirred at 110 �C for
1.5 h. DMF-Dimethylacetal was then evaporated and the product
was purified by silica gel column chromatography eluted with a
gradient (DCM/MeOH 1%e4%) to afford compound 8 as a yellow
solid in 64% yield (85 mg). 1H NMR (DMSO‑d6, 400 MHz, 298K):
d ¼ 7.79 (s, 1H, H3), 6.99 (d, J ¼ 8.9 Hz, 1H, H2), 6.92 (dd, J1 ¼ 3.1 Hz,
J2¼ 9.2 Hz,1H, H1), 6.81 (d, J¼ 2.9 Hz,1H, H6), 4.64 (t, J¼ 5.5 Hz,1H,
H9), 3.51 (q, J ¼ 6.2 Hz, 2H, H8), 3.33 (t, J ¼ 6.0 Hz, 2H, H7), 3.01 (s,
3H, H4 or H5), 2.93 (s, 3H, H4 or H5), 2.88 (s, 3H, H10). 13C NMR
(DMSO‑d6, 100 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 153.48, 144.57, 144.46, 119.67,
119.22, 118.38, 114.38, 106.00, 58.06, 54.53 ppm. ES-MS (ESI): m/z
(%) 247.10 (100) [MþH]þ

Synthesis of 9a and 9b. Compound 8 (1 equiv, 601 mg,
2.44 mmol) and 3-bromoaniline (1.1 equiv, 292 mL, 2.68 mmol)
were solubilized in CH3COOH (3.5 mL) and the reaction was stirred
at 115 �C for 1 h. The solventwas evaporated, and the products were
purified by silica gel column chromatography eluted with a
gradient (DCM/MeOH 1%e4%) to afford compound 9a and 9b as
yellow solids in respectively in 36% (326 mg) and 35% (354 mg)
yield.

4.1.11. 2-((4-((3-bromophenyl)amino)quinazolin-6-yl) (methyl)
amino)ethan-1-ol (9a)

1H NMR (DMSO‑d6, 400 MHz, 298K): d¼ 9.48 (s, 1H, H4), 8.39 (s,
1H, H3), 8.14 (t, J¼ 1.8 Hz,1H, H5), 7.90 (d, J¼ 8.2 Hz,1H, H8), 7.63 (d,
J ¼ 9.3 Hz, 1H, H2), 7.50 (dd, J1 ¼ 2.4 Hz, J2 ¼ 9.2 Hz, 1H, H1), 7.35 (t,
J ¼ 8.1 Hz, 1H, H7), 7.31 (d, J ¼ 2.4 Hz, 1H, H9), 7.28 (d, J ¼ 7.8 Hz, 1H,
H6), 4.72 (t, J ¼ 4.9 Hz, 1H, H12), 3.57e3.63 (m, 4H, H10, H11), 3.11 (s,
3H, H13). 13C NMR (DMSO‑d6, 150 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 155.74, 149.81,
147.86, 142.17, 141.37, 130.25, 128.56, 125.53, 124.17, 121.36, 121.08,
120.80,116.27, 99.38, 58.27, 54.12. ppm. HR-MS (ESI):m/z calculated
for C17H17BrN4O1 [MþH]þ 373.0665. Found: [MþH]þ 373.0658.

4.1.12. 2-((4-((3-bromophenyl)amino)quinazolin-6-yl) (methyl)
amino)ethyl acetate (9b)

1H NMR (DMSO‑d6, 400 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 9.48 (s, 1H, H4), 8.42 (s,
1H, H3), 8.15 (t, J¼ 2.0 Hz,1H, H5), 7.90 (d, J¼ 7.9 Hz,1H, H8), 7.66 (d,
J ¼ 9.3 Hz, 1H, H2), 7.53 (dd, J1 ¼ 2.7 Hz, J2 ¼ 9.3 Hz, 1H, H1),
7.34e7.38 (m, 2H, H7, H9), 7.28 (d, J ¼ 8.6 Hz, 1H, H6), 4.25 (t,
J¼ 5.7 Hz, 2H, H11), 3.79 (t, J¼ 5.6 Hz, 2H, H10), 3.10 (s, 3H, H13), 1.93
(s, 3H, H12). 13C NMR (DMSO‑d6, 150MHz, 298K): d¼ 155.85, 150.14,
147.42, 142.43, 141.32, 130.31, 128.67, 125.63, 124.21, 121.32, 121.12,
120.83, 116.21, 99.92, 61.17, 50.26, 20.65 ppm. HR-MS (ESI): m/z
calculated for C19H19BrN4O2 [MþH]þ 415.0775. Found: [MþH]þ

415.0764.

4.1.13. N4-(3-bromophenyl)-N6-(2-chloroethyl)-N6-
methylquinazoline-4,6-diamine (JS84)

Compound 9a (168mg, 452 mmol) was dissolved in POCl3 (2 mL)
and the reaction mixture was heated to reflux (110 �C) for 2 h. The
solvent was evaporated, and the product was purified by silica gel
column chromatography eluted with a gradient (DCM/MeOH 1%e
5%) to afford a yellow solid, whichwas dissolved in EtOH. Dry K2CO3

was then added until the pH turned basic (colorless solution). The
solution was then filtered, and the solvent evaporated to afford a
yellow solid, which was triturated several times with water. The
solid was then dissolved in DCM and the organic solutionwas dried
over Na2SO4, filtered and evaporated to afford JS84 as a yellow solid
in 54% yield (115 mg). 1H NMR (DMSO‑d6, 400 MHz, 298K): d¼ 9.52
(s, 1H, H4), 8.42 (s, 1H, H3), 8.14 (t, J ¼ 1.8 Hz, 1H, H5), 7.98 (d,
J ¼ 8.6 Hz, 1H, H8), 7.67 (d, J ¼ 9.2 Hz, 1H, H2), 7.54 (dd, J1 ¼ 2.6 Hz,
J2 ¼ 9.3 Hz, 1H, H1), 7.39 (d, J¼ 2.6 Hz, 1H, H9), 7.36 (t, J¼ 8.1 Hz, 1H,
H7), 7.29 (d, J ¼ 8.3 Hz, 1H, H6), 3.82e3.91 (m, 4H, H10, H11), 3.14 (s,
3H, H12). 13C NMR (DMSO‑d6, 150 MHz, 298K): d ¼ 155.92, 150.24,
147.11, 142.54, 141.28, 130.27, 128.77, 125.64, 124.27, 121.30, 121.09,
120.89, 116.19, 100.16, 53.14, 41.67, 38.92 ppm. HR-MS (ESI): m/z
calculated for C17H16BrClN4 [MþH]þ 391.0320. Found: [MþH]þ

391.0320.

4.1.14. N4-(3-bromophenyl)-N6-(2-chloroethyl)quinazoline-4,6-
diamine (ZR2002)

RB10 (1 equiv, 500 mg, 1.59 mmol) was solubilized in MeOH
(30 mL) and chloroacetaldehyde (2 equiv, 360 mL, 3.17 mmol) was
added. HCl 6 M in MeOH (280 mL) was added followed by NaBH3CN
(1.5 equiv, 150 mg, 2.18 mmol). The resulting mixture was stirred at
r. t. overnight. The solvent was evaporated, and the product was
purified by silica gel column chromatography eluted with 3%MeOH
in DCM to afford ZR2002 in 86% (518 mg). The characterizations are
similar as already described in the literature.

4.1.15. Cell culture
A549, PC-9 and H1975 were purchased from ATCC. A549 was

maintained in DMEM (Wisent) containing 10% FBS (Wisent), sup-
plemented with 12.5 mL of HEPES buffer (Wisent) and 500 mL of
gentamycin (Wisent), 250 mL of amphotericin B (Wisent) and 170 mL
of ciprofloxacin (Fluka) as antibiotics. PC-9 and H1975 were
maintained in RPMI 1640 (Wisent) containing 10% FBS (Wisent)
and identical additives. All cells lines were maintained in a hu-
midified incubator at 37 �C with 5% CO2.

4.1.16. Sulforhodamine B (SRB) growth Inhibition assay
The assessment for growth inhibition proceeded as follows.

Briefly, cells were seeded with a volume of 100 mL into 96 well
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plates (Corning) at a concentration of 5000 cells/well and left to
attach in a humidified incubator at 37 �C with 5% CO2 overnight.
Cells were treated with 100 mL of various drugs in media at differing
dose ranges and stored in the incubator for 5 days. Cells were then
fixed using 50 mL of 50% trichloroacetic acid (Alfa Aesar) for 2 h at
4 �C, subsequently rinsed with water and left to dry overnight. The
cells were stained with 50 mL of 0.4% SRB solution (Alfa Aesar) for
1h at room temperature, subsequently rinsed with 1% (v/v) acetic
acid (Alfa Aesar) and left to dry overnight. Dissolution of the
colored complex was achieved using 200 mL of 10 mM Tris base
(Fisher Scientific) and optical density was measured with a Tecan
Infinite 200Pro plate reader (Serial No. 1412003451) at a wave-
length of 490 nm.

4.1.17. In vitro alkylation with calf thymus DNA
Briefly, 45 mg of calf thymus DNA (Amersham Pharmacia

Biotech Inc.) was vortexed and sonicated in 4.5 mL of 10 mM po-
tassium phosphate buffer at pH 6.85 (Fisher). To each tube, 10 mM
of 500 mL of corresponding treatment dissolved in DMSO (Fisher)
was added. The mixture was left in a humidified incubator at 37 �C
and 5% CO2 for a period of five days. After incubation, 500 mL of 3 M
sodium acetate (Fisher) and 12.5 mL of absolute ethanol (Com-
mercial Alcohols) were added to each sample and vortexed. The
mixture was centrifuged at 3900 rpm for 30 min and the super-
natant discarded. The pellet was resuspended in 5 mL of 10 mM
potassium phosphate buffer and 5 mL of n-butanol (Fisher). The
resulting suspensionwas vortexed and placed in a heating block set
at 100 �C for 10 min. Once the sample had reached room temper-
ature, the n-butanol fraction was collected in a separate tube. This
thermal cleavage was carried out twice more with 5 mL of fresh n-
butanol each time and the fractions of n-butanol were pooled.
Samples were then centrifuged once more, decanted to remove any
residual water and evaporated to dryness using the heating block
(S/N: 003N0332). Samples were stored at �20 �C until further
analysis. For LC-MS/MS analysis, LC-MS grade solvents, acetonitrile,
formic acid and water were obtained from EMD Millipore.
Ammonium acetate was obtained from VWR. Analyses were per-
formed at the Drug Discovery Platform at the Research Institute of
the McGill University Health Centre on an ESI-QTOF-MS system
(Impact II, Bruker, Billerica, MA) coupled with a liquid chroma-
tography system (1290 Infinity, Agilent) and equipped with a
reversed-phase InertSustain AQ-C18 column (100 � 2.1 mm,
3 mm) GL Sciences Inc. Mobile phases were 50 mM ammonium
acetate inwater with 0.1% formic acid (A) and acetonitrile with 0.1%
formic acid (B). The following gradient elution method was used:
5% B from 0 to 1 min, 5e60% B from 1 to 12 min, a 60% B plateau for
12e16min, 60e80% B from 16 to 20min, an 80% B plateau for 3 min
and returning to initial conditions with an equilibration for 2 min.
Column temperature was set at 25 �C and the flow rate was 0.4 mL/
min. The samples were kept in an autosampler at 4 �C. The ESI
source was operated in positive ion mode. The operating parame-
ters of the mass spectrometer were positive spray voltage 4000V,
dry temperature 250 �C, dry gas flow 10 L/min, nebulizer 3 bar. The
datawere collected in an autoMS/MSmodewith amass range from
50 to 3000 m/z. The instrument was calibrated using ESI-L Low
concentration tuning mix solution (Agilent).

4.1.18. Alkaline Comet Assay
The assessment for DNA damage proceeded as follows. Briefly,

cells were seeded with a volume of 2 mL into 6 well plates (Corn-
ing) at a concentration of 500,000 cells/well and left to attach in a
humidified incubator at 37 �C with 5% CO2 overnight. Cells were
treated with 1 mL of various drugs in media at different concen-
trations and left to incubate in the incubator for 2 h. Treatment was
then removed, the cells washed with 1 mL of PBS (Wisent) and
detached using 500 mL of trypsin (Wisent). Once detached, 1 mL of
media was added and the cells collected. Cells were centrifuged at
1500 rpm for 5 min, the supernatant aspirated and subsequently
washed in 1 mL PBS. The cells were pelleted prior to resuspension
in 1 mL PBS, mixed in a 1:10 ratio with 0.7% low melting point
agarose (Fisher Scientific) solution in PBS and 200 mL of the mixture
was cast over agarose support film (Lonza). Once polymerized, the
film was subjected to lysis overnight in the dark at 4 �C with a
solution consisting of 2.5 M sodium chloride (Fisher Scientific),
100 mM tetrasodium ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (Sigma),
10 mM Tris base (Fisher Scientific) and 35 mM of n-Laur-
oylsarcosine (Sigma). The protocol hereafter was performed in the
dark. The films were then washed with a solution consisting of
2.5 M sodium chloride, 100 mM tetrasodium ethyl-
enediaminetetraacetic acid and 10 mM Tris base for 1 h in a hu-
midified incubator at 37 �C with 5% CO2. The film was then
submerged into an electrophoresis buffer consisting of 300 mM
sodium hydroxide (Fisher Scientific), 10 mM ethyl-
enediaminetetraacetic acid (Sigma), 7 mM 8-hydroxyquinoline
(Fisher Scientific) and 2% dimethyl sulfoxide (Fisher Scientific) for
30 min at room temperature before electrophoresis at 20 V and
0.4 mA for 20 min using cold electrophoresis buffer. The film was
submerged in a solution of 1 M ammonium acetate (Alfa Aesar) for
30 min at room temperature prior to a wash with 100% ethanol
(Commercial Alcohols) for 2 h at room temperature and subse-
quently air dried. Staining the film was accomplished using a
1:10000 solution of CYBR gold nucleic acid stain (Molecular Probes)
in water for 13 min. Comets were imaged using a Leica DFC300 FX
camera (Serial No. 234762307) on a Leica DM IL fluorescence mi-
croscope (Instrument No. 521228) and scored using Comet Assay IV
(Precision Instruments) software.

4.1.19. EGFR kinase binding assay
The assessment for EGFR binding affinity proceeded as follows.

Briefly, 100 mL/well of a 0.25 mg/mL solution of Poly Glu:Tyr 4:1
(Sigma) was plated into 96 well plates (Nunc Maxisorp) and left to
incubate in a humidified incubator at 37 �C with 5% CO2 for 48 h.
The excess Poly Glu:Tyr 4:1 was removed and the wells washed
with wash buffer consisting of 200 mL of 0.1% Tween 20 (Acros) in
PBS (Wisent). All solutions and drug dilutions for the kinase reac-
tion were carried out in phosphorylation buffer consisting of
50 mM HEPES (Fisher Scientific), 125 mM sodium chloride (Fisher
Scientific), 24 mM of magnesium chloride (Fisher Scientific) and
10 mM of orthovanadate (Sigma). To each well, 10 mL of drug, 7.5 mL
of a 100 mg/mL EGFR (Signal Chem) solution, 2.1 mL of a 100 mg/mL
EGF (Sigma) solution and 20 mL of a 50 mM ATP (Sigma) solution
were added in that order to commence the kinase reaction. The
plate was incubated in the dark and shaken for a duration of 8 min
at room temperature. The wells were washed with 200 mL of wash
buffer prior to the addition of 50 mL of a 0.2 mg/mL solution of pTyr-
HRP (Santa Cruz) prepared using 3% BSA (Wisent) in wash buffer to
each well and thereafter incubated in the dark for 25 min 50 mL of a
1:1 ratio of peroxidase substrate and peroxidase solution B (Perry
Laboratories) was then added to each well and incubated in the
dark at room temperature for 10 min to allow the colorimetric re-
action to occur. The reaction was stopped using 50 mL of a 0.09 M
sulfuric acid (Fisher Scientific) solution, briefly shaken and optical
density measured with a Tecan Infinite 200Pro plate reader (Serial
No. 1412003451) at a wavelength of 450 nm.

4.1.20. Kinase profiling
Kinase profiling of JS61 and ZR2002 were kindly performed by

Carna Biosciences Inc. (Natick, MA, USA) according to their stan-
dardized protocol. A specified subset of 25 kinases were treated
with either JS61 or ZR2002 at 1 mM. ATP concentration used for the
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assay was set at the Km for each particular kinase.

4.1.21. Data and statistical analysis
Data analysis of all biological results was processed with

GraphPad Prism version 6 (GraphPad Software Inc.). Statistical
analysis was achieved using either one- or two-way ANOVA where
applicable with Bonferroni correction. P < 0.05.

4.1.22. Western blot e Inhibition of phosphorylation
The assessment for inhibition of phosphorylation of the EGFR

signaling cascade proceeded as follows. Briefly, cells were seeded in
6 well plates (Corning) at 500,000 cells/well with a volume of 2 mL
and allowed to attach in a humidified incubator at 37 �C with 5%
CO2 overnight. Once confluent, cells were serum starved using 1mL
of corresponding starvation media (Wisent) for 24 h prior to the
addition of 1 mL of drug diluted in serum free media for 2 h. Cells
were stimulated with 50 ng/mL of EGF (Sigma) for 30 min before
lysis in RIPA buffer (Cell Signaling) with 1 mM of PMSF (Bioshop
Canada Inc.) over ice. Cells were scraped, harvested and lysed for
30min over ice. Samples were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 20min
at 4 �C and the supernatant collected. All cell lysates had their
proteins quantified using the Bradford assay and a BSA standard
curve. Equal quantities of proteins prepared in Laemmli buffer (Bio-
Rad) were loaded into an SDS-PAGE pre-cast gel (Bio-Rad) and run
for 1 h at 100V in an electrophoresis tank (Bio-Rad). Proteins were
transferred to a PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad) using a transfer appa-
ratus (Bio-Rad) under the following conditions: 100V for 1.5 h over
ice. Membranes were blocked using 5%milk in TBST 1X for 1 h prior
to primary antibody incubation overnight in 5% milk according to
manufacturer specifications at 4 �C. Washing 3 times with TBST 1X
for 10 min preceded secondary antibody incubation according to
manufacturer specifications for 1.5 h at room temperature. The
membrane was again washed thrice with TBST 1X and chemilu-
minescent detection was accomplished using the WestPico
(Thermo Fisher) reagent kit and images recording using the GE
Healthcare ImageQuant LAS4000 system (Serial No.
28955810e0632092) and quantitation of protein expression by
densiometry was computed using ImageJ.

4.1.23. Western blot e Irreversibility
To determine the recovery of EGFR phosphorylation byWestern

Blot, two groups of serum-starved cells were treated with com-
pounds for 2 h. One group was stimulated immediately thereafter
with EGF (50 ng/mL) for 30 min, whereas the other group was
washed by fresh treatment and serum free media three times every
2 h prior to EGF stimulation. Both groups of cells were subsequently
harvested, and the following steps were as previously described in
Western Blot methodology. Immunodetection was achieved using
anti-phospho EGFR antibody (Cell Signaling) and total EGFR anti-
body (Santa Cruz).

4.1.24. Single crystal X-ray diffraction
Single crystal X-ray diffraction data were collected on a Bruker

D8 Venture diffractometer with a Photon 200 CMOS area detector
and an ImS microfocus X-ray source (Madison, WI) using CuKa ra-
diation. Single crystals were coated with paraffin oil, and data were
collected at room temperature. Apex 3 software suite (Madison,
WI) was used for the data collection, reduction, and unit cell
assignment. Crystals were solved by an iterative dual space
approach as implemented in SHELXT. Non-hydrogen atoms were
located from the difference map and refined anisotropically.
Hydrogen atoms bonded to nitrogen and oxygen atoms were
located from the difference maps, while hydrogen atoms bonded to
carbon atoms were placed in calculated positions. All hydrogen
atom coordinates and thermal parameters were constrained to ride
on the carrier atoms.

4.1.25. Acute toxicity
CD1 male mice were injected P.O. once daily for one week with

either JS61 or JS84 at doses of 50 mg/kg, 100 mg/kg or 150 mg/kg.
Mouse weights and physical symptoms were monitored
throughout the course of the experiment.
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EGFR epidermal growth factor receptor
DNA Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid
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BBB blood brain barrier
Wt wild-type
ATP adenosine triphosphate
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GEF gefitinib
HPLC high-performance liquid chromatography
HR-MS High resolution mass spectrometry
ES-MS Electrospray Mass Spectrometry
DCM dichloromethane
DMF N,N-dimethyl- formamide
DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide
AcOH Acetic Acid
EtOH Ethanol
MeOH Methanol
EtOAc Ethyl Acetate
rt room temperature
h hour(s)
min minute
quant quantitative
on overnight
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